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Laboratory Statnamic Testing
Michael J. Stokes
ABSTRACT
Despite advancements in the analysis of statnamic load testing data, there exists
uncertainty with underlying procedural assumptions.  Two such assumption are that the
system mass and soil-related damping coefficient remain constant throughout the loading
event.  These assumptions are the culprit of aberrant predictions of the static capacity at
small displacements when the overall displacement is large.  An exploration of the
assumptions may validate prior existing test results as well as solidify the current analysis
process.  However, an exploration could also reveal an overestimation or underestimation
of portions of the predicted static load responses.
The testing program outlined herein consists of a two-phase sequential agenda
devoted toward the preparation and familiarization of a new laboratory statnamic device. 
The first phase involves the development of user guidelines for accurately targeting a
desired statnamic test, and the second incorporates the guidelines into a preliminary
testing regime specifically targeted at determining a suspected strain-dependant statnamic
damping coefficient.  The steps taken in this thesis are intended to launch future research
endeavors toward obtaining a better understanding of the statnamic damping coefficient.
11.0 Introduction
Statnamic load testing is rapidly becoming an acceptable alternative to static load
testing.  Current analysis procedures utilize some form of the Unloading Point Method
(Middendorp, 1992) to determine c, the coefficient of viscous damping, from the
fundamental equation of motion.  Two assumptions made during the analysis procedure
are that m, the system mass, and c remain constant throughout the loading event. 
However, it is possible that the contributing soil mass surrounding the pile varies with
time as the pile displaces.  The following three progressive stages are presumed to exist
(Figures 1-1 through 1-3): (1) throughout the elastic range, the zone of influence increases
radially outward from the pile progressively adding soil mass to the accelerated system
mass, (2) at yielding, the zone of influence reaches a maximum mass, and the soil
adjacent the pile reaches a maximum downward displacement and shear strain, and (3) as
yielding continues, the zone of influence sharply diminishes and the pile displaces
relative to the surrounding soil mass.  If this hypothesis is true, then the volume of soil
(mass) also varies as the pile displaces, leaving doubt to loom over the assumption of a
constant system mass (Figure 1-4).  If the volume of soil (energy absorbing material) is
related to the damping coefficient, then doubt also looms over the assumption of a
constant damping coefficient.
2One method of investigating this hypothesis is to implement small scale
laboratory testing to expeditiously and economically reproduce the statnamic event for
further analysis.  This thesis explores the operation of a new laboratory statnamic device
and the development of operator tables for the design of any particular load pulse. 
Chapter 2 reviews the concept of statnamic and gives a brief history of its evolution;
Chapter 3 discusses the laboratory equipment; Chapter 4 describes the testing program;
Chapter 5 reports the results of the program; and Chapter 6 presents a summary and
conclusions.
Figure 1-1  (1) Radially increasing zone of influence.
Figure 1-2  (2) Maximum downward displacement and
shear strain.
3Figure 1-3  (3) The zone of influence sharply diminished as
the pile displaces relative to the soil.
Figure 1-4  Presumed variation of mass (M) with downward
displacement (D).
42.0 Literature Review
Statnamic load testing is a relatively new concept.  The idea was conceived in
1987 by Patrick Bermingham, the owner of Berminghammer Foundation Equipment,
during a conversation with Bengt Fellenius.  Mr. Fellenius had been seeking an
equipment manufacturer for nearly two years that would be willing to build a pile
impacting device.  His purpose being to make pile dynamic testing independent of the
contractor.
Actually, other issues prompted the development of statnamic.  At that time, the
size of drilled shafts were beginning to exceed the realistic capabilities of static load
testing.  Despite 25 years of development, dynamic load testing was excluded from being
an option because of skepticism and its two main limitations, the inability to mobilize
drilled shafts or piles driven to refusal and the destructive consequences of dropping a
large mass on a drilled shaft.  Spawned from these limitations and the demand for a
quicker, less expensive test came the quest for a new method of load testing.
During the conversation, Mr. Bermingham asked Mr. Fellenius, “Why do you
want to drop the weight?  Can’t you send it up in the air instead?  After all, Newton stated
that for every action...” (First International Statnamic Seminar, 1995).  Shortly thereafter,
statnamic was born.  In less than a year, the first prototype was fabricated.
52.1 Concept of Statnamic
Statnamic was conceived with Newton’s third law in mind, but it monopolizes on
the second law, which states that “the acceleration of an object is directly proportional to
the net force acting on it and inversely proportional to its mass” (Serway, 1992).  In a
typical kentledge test (Figure 2-1), the large number of masses stacked on top of the
foundation rely upon the acceleration of gravity to provide the reaction force.  This is a
direct way of applying the force, for the acceleration of gravity remains constant while the
amount of reaction mass can be varied.  In a statnamic load test, that same force, or
reaction mass weight, is achieved by inversely proportioning the mass and acceleration. 
To obtain accelerations larger than what gravity provides, an extruded solid propellant is
placed inside of a piston between the top of the foundation and the bottom of the reaction
masses.  When the fuel is ignited inside the confined volume of the piston, the gases
produce an enormous pressure, and the masses are launched upwards (in an axial test)
with an acceleration on the order of twenty times that of gravity.  The force applied to the
masses by the burning fuel is also applied in an equal and opposite direction to the top of
the resisting foundation.  Since the acceleration is amplified by a magnitude of twenty, it
is only necessary to utilize a reaction mass of about five percent the desire ultimate load.
2.2 Device Components
The success of the first statnamic prototype (44 kN maximum capacity) hastened
the production of larger devices.  There are currently at least 20 different devices, a few
of which are listed in Table 2-1.  Regardless of the size, all statnamic devices consist of
three components: a piston, a silencer and reaction masses, and a catching mechanism.
62.2.1 Piston
The piston is usually the first piece of equipment placed when assembling the
testing apparatus (Figure 2-2).  Atop the piston is a vented lid which can be removed to
expose an internal chamber containing a fuel basket.  The fuel basket serves as the
storage point for the statnamic fuel (Figure 2-3).  Incorporated into the base is a load cell
sized in accordance with the device maximum capabilities and a photovoltaic cell used
for displacement measurements.  Permanently mounted within the piston is wiring for the
load cell, photovoltaic cell, and the fuel ignition system.  Once the piston is charged with
the desired amount of fuel, the vented lid can be replaced, and a vent pin screwed to the
top of the lid (Figure 2-4).
2.2.2 Silencer and Reaction Masses
The primary purpose of the silencer is to provide an expansive container for the
combustive reaction that takes place within the piston.  There are three components which
Table 2-1  List of statnamic devices (Transportation
Research Board, 2003).
7comprise the silencer: a cylinder, muffler, and flange.  The bottom inside portion of the
silencer is the cylinder.  The walls of the cylinder are machined such that a nearly perfect
seal is formed when the silencer is slid over the piston.  At the top of the cylinder is a
vent hole that leads into the upper portion of the silencer where a muffler is located.  The
vent pin seals this hole when the silencer is lowered onto the piston.  As gases are formed
in the piston and flow through the vented lid into the cylinder, pressure builds until the
silencer is lifted.  Once the silencer travels a certain distance, the vent pin exits the vent
hole, and exhaust gases begin to travel to the muffler.  The weight of the silencer alone is
insufficient to provide a reaction mass, so a flange is provided at the bottom of the
silencer to accommodate the stacking of additional masses (Figures 2-5 and 2-6).
Depending on the statnamic device, the additional masses are usually either
doughnut-shaped or rectangular with a hole in the center which allows them to be slid
over the silencer.  They are structurally-reinforced steel canisters filled with concrete or
any field expedient material dense enough to contribute significant weight (i.e. gravel,
soil, water) (Figure 2-7).  Empty canisters offer the ease of mobilization, but time must be
allotted at the job site for filling.
2.2.3 Catching Mechanisms
After the test is initiated, preventing the return of the airborne masses is necessary
for the protection of the piston and the sensitive equipment within.  There are three
catching systems used in current devices: a gravel catch, hydraulic catch, and mechanical
catch.
8The gravel catch involves placing a steel silo around the testing apparatus and
filling the annular void between the masses and the silo with an uniformly-graded gravel. 
Once the masses begin their upward ascent, the gravel flows inward around the piston and
cushions the descent.  The gravel catch is a simple and reliable method used for larger
devices where it may be too difficult to hydraulically or mechanically catch an enormous
amount of mass.  However, performing a follow-up test is very time consuming, since the
silo and gravel must be removed before reloading the device.
The hydraulic catch entails four actuators and accumulators mounted in the
corners of a catching frame placed around the testing apparatus.  Nitrogen gas within each
accumulator pressurizes hydraulic fluid at the beginning of each test.  When the test is
initiated and the masses ascend, the pressurized fluid is forced into the rams which extend
and chase the masses upward.  Once the masses reach the apex of their ascent, one-way
valves prevent the fluid inside the rams from escaping, and the masses are captured. 
After the test, the fluid can be easily drained back into the accumulators and the device
reloaded.
The mechanical catch also uses a frame, but multi-toothed rails are attached to
two opposing sides.  A series of ratchet teeth are mounted to the sides of the masses, so
that when the masses ascend, the teeth ride in the rails and catch the masses at the peak of
their ascent (Figure 2-8).  Shock absorbers are integrated to cushion the catch and reduce
the downward impact on the teeth.  After the test, the teeth can be locked back and the
masses lowered if a reload is desired.
92.3 Internal Ballistics of Statnamic
The entire statnamic process is commonly likened to the power stroke of a four-
cycle internal combustion engine, but can be more appropriately likened to the interior
ballistics of a firearm (the motion of a projectile before it exits the barrel).  In a modern
firearm, cartridges are used as storing devices for the essential components of the firing
process: a primer, propellant, and projectile (Figure 2-9).  A primer made of explosive
barium and antimony compounds located in the rear of the cartridge is used to ignite a
propellant.  When struck by a blunt metallic firing pin, the compounds inside the primer
explode and send a flash through a small flash hole in the base of the cartridge.  The flash
ignites the propellant within the main chamber of the cartridge.  As the propellant burns
and produces gases, pressure increases in the chamber until it overcomes the static
friction between the projectile and the bore of the barrel.  The projectile accelerates down
the length of the barrel, increasing the chamber volume as it displaces.  The peak gas
pressure in the chamber is attained when the projectile displaces about 2.5 cm (James,
1997).  The pressure slightly decreases as the projectile travels the remaining length of
the barrel.  Once the projectile exits the barrel, the gases are released and pressure within
the barrel returns to atmospheric.
In the specialized case of an automatic rifle, a gas port exists near the end of the
barrel that allows some of the gases to be diverted and utilized in the re-chambering of
another cartridge.  Though the venting process is mentioned, the operation afterwards is
of no relative significance in the comparison to statnamic testing and will not be further
discussed.
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The following example will use the pressure curve of a particular 30-06 rifle load
(Figure 2-10) to illustrate the enormous ratio between the maximum propelling force and
the projectile weight.  With regards to statnamic testing, this number (F/m) is referred to
as the mass ratio.  Note from the figure that the entire event transpires in one millisecond,
and the maximum attained pressure is 350 MPa.
The components of a statnamic device are analogous to the above mentioned
firearm components (Figure 2-9).  In a statnamic test, the piston serves the same purpose
as the cartridge; it contains the primer, propellant, and the initial combustion chamber. 
The reaction mass acts as the projectile, while the cylinder alone acts as the barrel. 
Before the test, the static weight of the reaction mass is felt as a pre-load on the
foundation (Figure 2-11, Zone 1).  The statnamic event is initiated electrically by passing
a direct current through a primer located in the bottom of the fuel basket stationed inside
the piston.  A flash is sent through a small opening in the fuel basket where the propellant
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lies.  As the propellant burns, gases produced inside the piston chamber expand and
create a large chamber pressure.  When the pressure exceeds the static weight of the
reaction mass, the masses accelerate upwards, increasing the chamber volume (Zone 2). 
Though gases are still being produced, the increase in chamber volume produces a fairly
linear degradation of pressure past the point of maximum pressure (Zone 3).  As
discussed in the previous paragraph regarding the venting of gases, the gases in a
statnamic test are vented prior to piston-cylinder separation.  This is accomplished when
the vent pin seal breaks, allowing for  dissipation of the pressure and resulting in a
smooth unload curve (Zone 4).  The distance traveled by the masses up to the point when
the vent hole is exposed and exhaust gases travel out of the cylinder is referred to as the
power stroke.  This distance also corresponds to the vent distance, or the length of the
vent pin that is seated within the vent hole.
Though much similarity exists between a firearm and a statnamic device, two
distinguishing characteristics segregate statnamic: (1) its relatively long load duration and
(2) small mass ratio.  In the illustration of the firearm above, it was noted that the load
duration lasted only one millisecond, and the mass ratio was 168000.  The duration of the
statnamic load pulse and mass ratio in Figure 2-11 are approximately 100 milliseconds
(100 times that of a firearm) and 20 (comparatively less than 0.02 percent).
Both the load duration and mass ratio help to develop the unique shape of the
statnamic load pulse.  This quasi-triangular shape can be quantified by taking the ratio of
the statnamic impulse and the product of the load duration and maximum load (Figure 2-
12).  The ratio is referred to as the shape factor (SF) and fluctuates with each statnamic
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device.  The characteristics of statnamic, especially the load duration and shape factor,
will be revisited throughout this chapter and thesis.
2.4 Evolution of Statnamic Testing and Analysis
Since the advent of the first prototype in 1988, more than 100 publications dealing
with statnamic testing have gained global recognition.  Eleven publications pertinent to
this thesis are considered in the ensuing sections.
2.4.1 The Early Years
From the first application in 1989 to the First International Statnamic Seminar in
1995, 25 papers were published.  The majority of these publications about the
“innovative” load test dealt with particular case studies.  Initially, the common feeling
was that statnamic results were comparable to other conventional methods, namely the
static load test.  By the time the seminar was held, however, a few case studies reported
results that challenged the comparable status of statnamic results.  It became obvious to
most users that adjustments needed to be made to the results.
The impulsive nature of the statnamic test introduces rate-dependent components
to the static response of the system.  The equation of motion describing the statnamic
event is:
                          Equation 2-1
statnamicwhere F  is the applied force, kx is the desired equivalent static response (spring
force), m is the mass of foundation and soil contributing to inertial effects, a and v are the
acceleration and velocity of the foundation, and c is the coefficient of viscous damping. 
All values required for solving the equivalent static response are either recorded or can be
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easily found save two, the spring coefficient (k) and the damping coefficient (c).  One of
the most significant publications that emerged near the end of this time period heralded
an analysis procedure useful in determining the two unknowns.
The Unloading Point Method.  The Unloading Point Method (UPM) (Middendorp, 1992)
is an analysis procedure commonly used to determine the equivalent static response of a
pile from statnamic data.  It makes two critical assumptions regarding kx and c: the static
capacity of the pile is constant throughout the plunging zone and the coefficient of
damping is constant throughout the test.  With these two assumptions in mind, it is
possible to determine the damping coefficient, and thus the equivalent static response.
Two points on the statnamic load-displacement curve are of particular interest
when developing the procedure (Figure 2-13).  The first (1) is the point at which the
maximum statnamic force is achieved.  This point corresponds to the point of yield on a
theoretical static curve (1').  The second (2) is the point of maximum displacement, where
the velocity of the foundation and resulting damping force (cv) equal zero.  This point
also corresponds to the point of maximum displacement on the theoretical static curve
(2').  After the damping force is eliminated from the equation, the only remaining
unknown is k.
                                 Equation 2-2
The value of kx is determined and assumed constant from point (1) to (2).  This enables
the damping coefficient to be found within this range.  Typically, the average value of c is 
taken, but reviewing the overall trend may lead to a more appropriate value
(Transportation Research Board, 2003) (Figure 2-14).
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2.4.2 The First International Statnamic Seminar
The First International Statnamic Seminar was held in Vancouver, British
Columbia in 1995.  Of the near 30 papers published that year, only 25 were presented at
the seminar.  Fourteen of the papers dealt with theoretical and practical aspects, while the
remaining 11 were of particular case studies.  Only two of the publications are relevant
for this discussion.
Factors Influencing the Statnamic Load Pulse.  The pyrotechnical aspect of statnamic
testing and load pulse sculpting were addressed for the first time by Patrick Bermingham
and J. White (Bermingham, 1995).  The art of sculpting a load pulse is important, since it
is the area under the load pulse curve that determines the impulse delivered to the
foundation.  Also, controlling the loading event prevents stress wave propagation and the
formation of tension in a pile.  Fuel quantity, reaction mass, and vent distance are the
factors which determine the magnitude, duration, and shape of the statnamic load pulse.
As stated earlier, the fuel used in a statnamic test is a nitrocellulose-based, solid
propellant; it is not an explosive, but rather a highly flammable solid.  The fuel is
extruded into a cylindrical form, similar to smokeless rifle powder, containing 19
perforations that offer it a honeycomb appearance (Figure 2-15).  The average mass of
each pellet is 4.17 g.  The shape of the fuel gives it the advantage of an increasing surface
area throughout the combustion process.  By perforating the fuel pellets the burn rate
increases and the point of maximum pressure is shifted to a point where the silencer has
moved away from the piston.  In this regards, statnamic fuel performs similar to neutral
burning rifle powders (Schaefer, 2002).
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It is not the amount of fuel, but rather the ratio of fuel to initial chamber volume
that determines the gas pressure.  In regards to statnamic, this ratio is referred to as the
fuel density (ρ).  However, since the initial volume of most statnamic devices is fixed, the
amount of fuel becomes the defining factor.  Bermingham reasoned that increasing the
amount of fuel increases the maximum force and decreases the load duration (Figure 2-
16).
It is accepted that only 5% of the desired maximum load is needed when
determining the weight of reaction mass to use in a test.  This ensures that excessive
reaction mass jump heights are avoided.  Increasing the weight of the reaction mass will
increase the maximum force and the load duration (Figure 2-17).
The vent distance essentially has little bearing on the maximum force, but
increases the load duration (Figure 2-18).  Zone 3 (Figure 2-11) is lengthened as it takes
longer for the vent pin seal to break and the gases to vent.  It is not the longer duration
that is undesirable, but the associated larger jump height.  As mentioned, the area under
the load pulse determines the impulse delivered to the foundation, and consequently
determines the energy delivered to the upward accelerating reaction mass.  The results of
an excessive jump may prove catastrophic if it surpasses the capabilities of the catching
mechanism.
Influence of Stress Wave Phenomena.  Though the usual distinction among the three
categories of load testing (static, dynamic, and rapid) is the method in which the load is
applied, it is more appropriate for the purposes of this thesis to distinguish them by the
duration of their loading cycles.  However, it is not simply the duration of the loading
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event that classifies these test, but the duration relative to the natural frequency of the
foundation.  If the frequency of the loading imparted to the foundation is larger than the
natural frequency, then it is possible to induce a series of tension and compression waves. 
In contrast, if the frequency of the loading is much smaller than the natural frequency,
then a continuous compression wave will be sent throughout the foundation.
wThis idea can be quantified by what is known as the wave number (N )
(Middendorp et al., 1995).  The equation stems from traditional wave mechanics, but is
manipulated for the application to foundations.
                                         Equation 2-3
In this application, c is the stress wave velocity characteristic to the foundation material,
T is the period or duration of the loading event, and L is the length of the foundation. 
Wave numbers for a static load test are on the order of 1000, rapid load tests usually fall
between 12 and 50, and dynamic load tests can produce wave numbers less than 6.  The
UPM is valid when wave numbers exceed 12, but a correction for stress wave phenomena
must be applied when wave numbers are less.
2.4.3 The Second International Statnamic Seminar
The Second International Statnamic Seminar was held in Tokyo, Japan in October
1998.  Keynote lectures given by Professor Poulos and Kusakabe focused the mood of the
seminar toward standardization of statnamic testing and application throughout the
international arena.  The seminar contained a 43 paper conglomeration of various case
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studies, applications, interpretations and model testings, and global standardizations.  The
papers discussed herein typify the progress of statnamic up to 1999 and emphasize some
of the aspects of statnamic testing pertinent to this thesis.
Case Studies.  In a paper presented by Mullins et al. (2000, an extensive research program
developed through the support of state and federal agencies explored and refined existing
statnamic analysis procedures.  The most pertinent subject area discussed in the paper
involves statnamic testing on shallow foundations.  An analysis procedure, similar to
what will be presented later in Chapter 4, compares the measured statnamic response to
the true static response of a series of plate load tests.  From the two curves, the statnamic
damping coefficient was calculated and found to significantly vary with displacement. 
Values calculated in the elastic region of the static curve yielded much higher magnitudes
than those calculated in the inelastic region.  Also, it was noted that the static derived
reload stiffness of a cyclic statnamic test was higher than the true static stiffness.  The
discrepancy was attributed to soil densification.
University Involvement.  Universities throughout the world have contributed to the
development of statnamic, and are largely responsible for its success.  Listed below are
universities that have either completed or are currently performing statnamic related
research (Transportation Research Board, 2002).
United States
Auburn University  Dan Brown, axial and lateral analysis of drilled shafts 
Brigham Young University  Kyle Rollins, lateral analysis and pile groups 
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Johns Hopkins University  Rajah Anandanarajah, cyclic lateral analysis, Statnamic
earthquake simulator 
Texas A&M  Jean Louis Briaud, comparison testing 
University of Massachusetts (Lowell)  Samuel Paikowsky, rate of loading in clay 
University of South Florida  Gray Mullins, segmental unloading point method,
model pile testing in frustum confining vessel
Canada
University of Western Ontario  M. Hesham El Naggar, axial analysis using signal
matching, lateral analysis 
McMaster University  Robert Horvath and Dieter Stolle, rate of loading, model
pile in frustum confining vessel
Indonesia 
Petra Christian University  S. Prawono, axial and lateral testing
Japan
Tokyo Institute of Technology  O. Kusakabe, standardization and building codes 
Kyusyu Kyoritsu University  Y. Maeda, axial analysis methods, including wave
analysis 
Kanazawa University  Tatsunori Matsumoto, analysis methods and field testing 
Yamaguchi University  T. Aso and T. Aida, signal matching techniques 
Nippon Institute of Technology  H. Kubota and F. Kuwabara, loading rate
Kyoto University  M. Kimura, model pile testing using air-pressure device
Korea
Seoul University  M.M. Kim, axial testing, analysis methods
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England
Sheffield University  Adrian Hyde, rate of loading in clay, model pile testing in
clay consolidation chamber
Australia
University of Western Australia  Mark Randolph, model pile testing using soil
anchors as reaction
Proposed ASTM Standard.  A proposed ASTM Standard for piles under rapid axial
compressive load was introduced at the seminar for the review and critique of the
participants (Janes et al., 1997).  It defines the terms specific to rapid load testing and
outlines the requirements of measuring devices and the suggested testing procedure.
Model Pile Testing.  Until the advent of the Frustum Confining Vessel (FCV) by
Berminghammer Foundation Equipment and McMaster University in 1995, model pile 
testing was almost exclusively confined to a centrifuge.  Testing was expensive and very
difficult, for soil stresses were reproduced by machines in a rapidly rotating container. 
Human interaction during the process was quite a quagmire, but the FCV posed a solution
to the problem.
The FCV is a conical, steel device (Figure 2-19) that due to its geometric shape
enables users to replicate in-situ soil stresses.  It is filled with sand and pressurized using
a hydraulically-inflated rubber bladder located at the bottom of the device (Figure 2-20). 
The FCV can “reproduce stress levels within a portion of the sand specimen, known as
the control volume” (Sedran et al., 2000).  The stresses along the centerline of the control
volume mimic full-scale stresses and are especially useful in testing friction piles.
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Scaling factors to use with the FCV depend entirely on the degree to which it is
mpressurized.  A model pile of length L  can either be driven or cast into the control
volume under any range of applied hydraulic pressure.  The simulated in-situ depth at the
ptoe of the pile determines the length of the pile prototype, L .  From these two quantities,
the scaling factors are obtained.  Table 2-2 displays the particular set of scaling factors
relevant to the FCV.
When dealing with the Frustum, there must be an understanding of the
applicability of scale factors and their role in validating the unique response of the
laboratory statnamic device.  Though the Frustum scales in-situ stress via linear depth
dimensions, material properties cannot be scaled, hence soil damping and stress wave
velocities are taken as a one-to-one ratio.  Therefore, the actual model shaft length, not
scaled length, should be used in the application of Equation 2-1.  Consequently, the
required load duration should be very short when targeting a wave number within the
statnamic range (10 to 50).  Since the required load duration is very short, it is of no great
concern when laboratory statnamic durations fall slightly below 100 milliseconds.  In
Table 2-2  FCV scaling factors.
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fact, the durations are longer than what is required.  With this in mind, it understandable
why the laboratory device mass ratios are relatively small when load durations reach 100
milliseconds, as shown in Ch. 5.
A series of tests utilizing the FCV and a 50 kN model-scale statnamic device was
performed to determine the effects of preloading on a pile (Kojima et al., 2000).  Static
load tests were performed first on ten piles, then on nine piles subjected to a statnamic
preload cycle.  The results of the study indicated that the initial static response of the
preloaded piles was much stiffer than the piles not subjected to a preload.
2.4.4 Additional Analysis Procedures
The limitations set forth in the UPM as a result of assumed rigid body motion
make analyzation of long piles with wave numbers less than 12 and short piles that
behave elastically difficult.  In both cases, the top and toe of the pile do not move
downward in unity, causing a phase lag.  In long piles, stress wave phenomena are
responsible for the lag; in short piles, it is the elastic behavior.
The Modified Unloading Point Method.  The Modified Unloading Point Method was
developed to address the problem of elastic behavior commonly found amongst short
piles tipped in rock.  In most statnamic load tests, only the top of the pile is instrumented
for determining acceleration and displacement.  With the MUP, acceleration is measured
at both the top and the toe.  The average acceleration is then used to perform regular
UPM calculations.  MUP calculations prove successful in some cases, but lacks the
ability to address the phase lag issue in longer piles. 
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The Segmental Unloading Point Method.  Analysis procedures up to this point failed to
recognize the fact that long piles will not develop their ultimate capacity simultaneously
at all points along their length.  Instead, one segment of a pile may reach ultimate capacity
while another segment is only partially mobilized.  The Segmental Unloading Point
Method (SUP) was developed to combat this strain incompatibility issue as well as the
introduction of stress wave phenomena.  The SUP essentially discretizes a pile into
smaller segments, each acting as individual rigid bodies and thus meeting the criteria for
the UPM (Lewis, 1999).  This is accomplished by integrating strain gages at various
levels along the length of the pile and recording the individual segment response to the
loading event.  By knowing the cross-sectional area of the pile and Young’s Modulus of
the material, it is possible to develop load-displacement curves for each segment.  The
ultimate capacity of the pile is then determined from the summation of the segmental
capacities at each particular time step, and not simply the summation of peak capacities.
2.4.5 Software Development
Statnamic load testing is rapidly gaining acceptance throughout the United States. 
Government agencies and many private companies such as the Federal Highway
Administration, Florida Department of Transportation, Berminghammer Foundation
Equipment, and Applied Foundation Testing have already incorporated statnamic into
their load testing schemes.  With the increased usage of the test method comes the desire
for software capable of quickly manipulating large data sets and performing tedious UPM
calculations.  In 1999, the University of South Florida accepted the challenge.
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Devised as part of a Master’s Thesis, the Statnamic Analysis Workbook (SAW) is
a “macro-driven Excel spreadsheet which utilizes Visual Basic for Application (VBA)
programming” (Winters, 2002).  It can perform both UPM and MUP calculations, and is
very useful for analyzing statnamic data on shallow and deep, rigid foundations, but is
unable to regress the strain gage data necessary for the SUP. 
The Segmental Unloading Point Enhanced Revision 4.0 Statnamic Analysis
Workbook (SUPERSAW) is the latest statnamic regression software.  SUPERSAW
performs a segmental analysis through the use of three Excel workbooks, one of which is
SAW.  It accomplishes this by organizing strain data into its respective segmental
location, evaluating the force and displacement at each level, performing UPM
calculations for each level, then evaluating the total static pile capacity.
In the thesis entitled “SUPERSAW Statnamic Analysis Software,” Winters (2002)
proposed that with the advent of SUPERSAW, it may be “possible to evaluate the
variables associated with the statnamic damping coefficient.”  His application of
SUPERSAW to several case studies resulted in a correlation between SPT N values and
unit damping values (Figure 2-21).  His correlations were largely based on a proposed
variation of unit damping values as a function of  soil type.  However, this thesis is
directed toward providing a laboratory device/methodology for investigating
displacement-dependant damping values.
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Figure 2-1  Kentledge static load test (PMC, 2004).
Figure 2-2  16 MN piston with picking lid
and steel plate attached.
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Figure 2-4  16 MN vent pin.
Figure 2-3  16 MN fuel basket.
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Figure 2-5  4 MN silencer (left) and 16 MN silencer with picking collar (right).
Figure 2-6  Muffler of the 16 MN silencer.
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Figure 2-7  4 MN (left) and 16 MN (right) reaction masses.
Figure 2-8  16 MN multi-toothed catching rails (left) and ratchet teeth (right).
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Figure 2-9  Comparison of statnamic to a common firearm.
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Figure 2-10  Pressure curve for a 30-06 rifle loaded with 52 grains of IMR 4064
and a 150 grain bullet (Fabrique Scientific, Inc., 2001).
Figure 2-11  Typical statnamic load pulse.
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Figure 2-13  UPM time window for c determination
(Transportation Research Board, 2003).
Figure 2-12  Definition of the shape factor (SF).
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Figure 2-14  Variation in c between times (1) and (2)
(Transportation Research Board, 2003).
Figure 2-15  Statnamic fuel pellets, partially consumed
(left) and whole (right).
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Figure 2-16  Varying the amount of fuel with the reaction mass and vent
distance constant (Bermingham, 1995).
Figure 2-17  Reaction mass equal to 2.5%, 5%, 10%, and 20% of expected
test load with a constant amount of fuel and vent distance (Bermingham,
1995).
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Figure 2-19  Frustum Confining Vessel with static load test frame.
Figure 2-18 Venting for different vent distances with a constant amount of
fuel and reaction mass (Bermingham, 1995).
34
Figure 2-20  Frustum pressurization scheme (Frederick, 2001).
35
Figure 2-21  Unit damping versus SPT N values (Winters, 2002).
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3.0 Laboratory Equipment
To better evaluate the data regression methods it is often necessary to conduct
laboratory tests or computer modeling to further confidence.  In this particular thesis, a
new laboratory statnamic device is evaluated to further future research efforts in a better
understanding of the statnamic coefficient of viscous damping.  This chapter introduces
the laboratory statnamic device, discusses certain device modifications necessary to
withstand a robust testing regime, and addresses the current state of the University of
South Florida owned Frustum Confining Vessel (FCV or Frustum).
3.1 Laboratory Statnamic Device
The Statnamic Mini Tester, nicknamed Minime, incorporates a mechanical
catching mechanism and is capable of delivering a 178 kN load.  It was developed by
Berminghammer Foundation Equipment in March 2002 for specific usage with the
Frustum and donated to the University of South Florida (Figure 3-1).  Similar to the
components of the larger devices, Minime is comprised of a piston, silencer and reaction
masses, and catching mechanism.  Though similar in composition to the larger devices,
Minime is the first and only device of such scale, thereby making it quite unique in its
response to load altering parameters.  Minime arrived at the university relatively untested
and with much uncertainty, consequently no manufacturer guidelines exist.  The
following sections refer to the original state of the device as received by Berminghammer
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in April 2002.  Refer to the Statnamic Tester Assembly drawings throughout the
following sections (Appendix C).
3.1.1 Piston
The Minime piston is 20 cm long and 5 cm in diameter and has an internal
chamber (32 cm ) which houses the initial combustion reaction (Figure 3-2).  The3
statnamic fuel is not contained within a fuel basket but is placed directly into the
chamber.  As part of the standard operating procedure, a model airplane long-reach glow
plug is used to ignite 0.5 g of smokeless rifle power (H4350), which in turn ignites a
maximum of five statnamic fuel pellets.  The exhaust gases pass through a vented lid and
into the cylinder where pressure builds until the reaction masses lift.
Atop the vented lid is a threaded hole which accommodates a 15.25 cm vent pin
(Figure 3-3).  Two ports are machined and threaded into the base of the piston.  The first
port is intended for the glow plug, and the second port exists for an optional pressure
transducer.  Attached to the exterior of the base flange in Figure 3-4 is an accelerometer
utilized in the data collection process.
Four doughnut-shaped spacers (Figure 3-2) that slide over the piston can be used
to decrease the usable stroke of the piston while simultaneously  increasing the initial
chamber volume.  Each spacer is 2.15 cm in thickness, resulting in a stroke decrease of
2.15 cm and an initial volume increase of 43.5 cm .  Utilizing all spacers and the 15.253
cm vent pin decreases the power stroke to 6.65 cm.
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3.1.2 Silencer and Reaction Masses
The bottom portion of the silencer assembly contains the cylinder; the top portion
is the silencer or muffler.  Detaching the muffler from the cylinder exposes the cylinder
head and the vent hole.  An over-pressure plug is situated in the cylinder head to protect
the device against excessive gas pressures.  The bottom flange of the silencer and the
silencer end plate (muffler cap) serve as reaction mass retainers (Figure 3-5).
There are eleven steel-plate reaction masses, each weighting approximately 720
N.  With the additional weight of the silencer (approximately 820 N), the maximum
reaction mass weight can total 8.74 kN.  A series of holes are located in each mass to
facilitate the insertion of an alignment rod and the routing of the catch tooth release
cables (Figure 3-6).  The bottom two masses are machined to internally house the
mechanical catching teeth; the top mass is machined to support the reaction mass guides. 
Because of this, it is important to note the particular order in which the masses are
stacked.
3.1.3 Catching Mechanism
As previously mentioned, the device is equipped with a mechanical catching
mechanism.  Teeth located within the bottom two masses rachet along the length of two
rails mounted on either side of the catching frame.  Four stiff springs were integrated into
the lower masses to cushion the impact on the catch teeth.  After testing, the catch tooth
release cables can be pulled from above to unlock the teeth and lower the masses.
The base of the catching frame is designed with a particular bolt pattern that
facilitates the mating of the device to the top of the Frustum.  Attaching the device
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requires removing the top flange of the Frustum, thereby assumably relieving stresses
near the top and changing the soil matrix within.  This, along with other factors, prompted
an inevitable movement toward device modifications.
3.2 Minime Modifications
Throughout the course of many tests, a large number of modifications were made
to the statnamic device out of both convenience and necessity.  Though only a few are
currently implemented, all of the device modifications are presented herein.
3.2.1 Integrated Static Load Test Frame
In order to expeditiously perform a series of static/statnamic tests, a reaction beam
was constructed to mount between the legs of the statnamic catching frame (Figures 3-7
and 3-8).  This addition allowed for a rapidly interchangeable testing configuration, since
the statnamic device did not have to be removed for placement of an independent static
frame.  Since the reaction beam only spanned a short distance, a relatively small steel H-
pile section proved adequate to match the 178 kN capacity of the statnamic device.
3.2.2 Catching Frame Bolt Holes
As previously mentioned, it is necessary to remove the top flange of the Frustum
when attaching the statnamic device, because the mounting bolts are not long enough to
reach through both the catching frame base and the flange.  However, doing so assumably
relieves all of the stresses in the upper control volume of the Frustum.  To prevent the
removal of the flange, two options were considered: obtain eight longer bolts or obtain
four longer bolts and use every other existing bolt as alignment dowels (Figure 3-9).
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The second option, though it required more work, seemed more conducive to an
efficient mounting procedure.  Implementing the option meant that every other existing
bolt would not be removed, but the head utilized as a dowel pin for the alignment of the
catching frame base.  The holes corresponding to the bolt heads were resized using a
magnetic drill and a large drill bit (Figure 3-10).  Once positioned, the catching frame
base could be secured with four longer bolts (Figure 3-11).
3.2.3 Lift Pins
For the purpose of mounting atop the Frustum, the original device made no
provisions for simultaneously lifting the reaction masses and the catching frame.  The
mounting procedure involved securing the frame to the Frustum first, then lowering the
masses through the frame.  To eliminate the two-step process, lift pins were built into the
legs of the frame (Figure 3-12).  This allowed both the frame and masses to be lifted and
secured in one step.
3.2.4 Reaction Mass Pick Eyes and Alignment Dowels
The ability to change mass configurations is an important aspect of load test
design.  Removing masses required that the alignment rods be driven out of the masses. 
This  proved difficult with increasing usage due to narrow tolerances and the large
amount of friction developed between the rods and the masses.  Even when the rods were
removed, the weight of the masses made them cumbersome to manually lift and place
aside.
The alignment rods were cut into smaller dowel rods, two of which were welded
into the pre-existing holes of each mass.  Placement of the dowel rods allows the masses
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to stack and remain aligned throughout their flight.  Pick eyes welded to opposing sides
ease the process of separating the masses and invite the use of an overhead lifting system
(Figure 3-13).  A number of masses can be handled at one time by attaching a chain to the
pick eyes of the bottommost mass to be removed.
3.2.5 Catch System
During a routine disassembly and inspection of the device, it was noted that minor
stress fractures had begun forming along the impact surface of the catching teeth.  Shortly
thereafter, at least one tooth would almost reliably become wedged in the down, or
locked, position during a test.  These behaviors posed a significant threat, not only to the
operation of the catching system, but to the data acquisition devices and piston located
beneath the masses.  An extensive redesign of the catching system was initiated, making
this the largest modification to the statnamic device.
At first, an approach entailing the pursuit of replacement teeth from
Berminghammer seemed sufficient, but efforts were redirected after the teeth arrived.  It
was decided that replacing the teeth would only solve the stress fracture problem, not the
“sticking” problem.  Another, more drastic, approach was considered; the teeth must be
relocated into a forgiving atmosphere where the collection of grease and dirt would not
become a hindrance.  An external mechanical catch system, similar to what is utilized in
the 16 MN statnamic device, envisioned the use of shock absorbers and both sets of
catching teeth.  Two independently sliding carriages, each containing an upper and lower
catch tooth, became the central theme around which the system would be developed.
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The sliding carriages are constructed from 1/4" plate cut to a rectangular shape
with the length being equal to the height of the full reaction mass stack.  Two rectangular
holes cut at the top and bottom of each plate are windows where the catch teeth rest
(Figure 3-14).  Angle sections welded to the outside edges of the plates form grooves
where the carriage brackets slide (Figure 3-15).  The carriage brackets are fitted such that
they can be bolted to the top and bottom two masses, thus requiring a minimum of three
masses to be included for any test (Figure 3-16).
Calculated spacing of the upper and lower catching teeth decreases the drop height
necessary to catch the device.  This improvement theoretically lessens the impact on the
teeth by half, but means that only the top or bottom set of teeth can arrest the falling
masses.  Each tooth pivots about a pin and returns to its original horizontal location via
two springs attached to the back (Figures 3-17 and 3-18).  Guides welded to the face of
the carriages ensures that the reaction masses remain centered throughout the test (Figure
3-19).
Four spring integrated shock absorbers also help to reduce the impact on the teeth. 
On each shock absorber, two stiff springs (k = 286 kN/m) are stacked in series as to
double the displacement at any given compressive force (Figure 3-20).  Increasing the
rebound displacement in turn increases the travel of the shock absorber, allowing for
more energy to be dissipated.  The shock absorbers are the connecting link between the
reaction masses and the carriage plates.
Insufficient spacing between the masses and the catching frame legs led to
alterations in the frame.  To accommodate the sliding carriages, the leg spacing was
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increased.  This demand for spacing also resulted in a requirement to extend both sides of
the base (Figures 3-21 and 3-22).  Once altered, the catching frame rendered both the
integrated static frame and the lift pins useless.  Though the necessary modifications
remain on the device, future alterations could include the re-implementation of these
convenience items.  Figures 3-23 and 3-24 show the completed catching mechanism as
mounted.
3.3 Frustum Confining Vessel
In 1999, Berminghammer Foundation donated a Frustum to the University of
South Florida.  As previously mentioned, the Frustum is a conical device made of thick
steel plate that due to its geometric shape enables users to replicate in-situ soil stresses. 
The soil within is pressurized via a hydraulically inflated rubber bladder in order to
mimic overburden stresses at a particular depth (Figure3-25).  Since arrival, two research
projects have incorporated the Frustum for the purpose of drilled shaft capacity and
construction improvements.  Frustum preparation tactics are addressed in Appendix B.
3.3.1 Post Grout of Drilled Shafts
A study conducted by Frederick (2001) evaluated tip grouting drilled shafts as a
means of improving the tip contribution to overall shaft capacity.  A series of 26 static
load tests were performed on drilled shafts cast within the Frustum to quantify the 
capacity improvements.  Results from this study show a strong relationship between shaft
capacity improvement and maximum sustained grout pressure delivered to the tip, with
overall capacities increasing as much as 559%.  Frederick announced that the Frustum
“proved to be a suitable environment for testing model scale drilled shafts.”  Also
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mentioned was the fabrication of specialized construction equipment that was used in
later research efforts, to include this thesis.
3.3.2 Influence of Water Table on Drilled Shaft Construction
As part of a Florida Department of Transportation funded research project, Garbin
(2003) constructed more than 50 model scale drilled shafts within the Frustum in an effort
to reproduce and identify construction techniques responsible for various anomalies
found within drilled shafts.  Initial efforts congregated around the effects of the water
table but soon expanded into factors such as concrete slump loss and casing extraction
rate.  Static load tests were performed on each shaft to determine the effects of these
factors on total capacity.  A preliminary investigation of the potential of an inside/outside
concrete head differential to produce anomalies was initiated.  Current research at the
University of South Florida is expounding upon that idea, as well as investigating the
anomaly causing potential of drilling slurries with high sand contents.
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Figure 3-2  Minime piston and spacers.
Figure 3-1  Statnamic Mini Tester.
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Figure 3-3  Vented lid and vent pin.
Figure 3-4  Accelerometer and pressure transducer.
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Figure 3-7  Drilling holes for the integrated static frame.
Figure 3-5  Silencer and reaction masses.
Figure 3-6  Catch tooth release cables.
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Figure 3-8  Integrated static frame.
Figure 3-9  Bolt pattern of original catching
frame base.
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Figure 3-12  Lift pins retracted (left) and extended through the reaction mass guides
(right).
Figure 3-11  Modified catching frame base
mounted to the FCV.
Figure 3-10  Enlarging holes for bolt heads.
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Figure 3-13  Welding pick eyes and dowel pins to each reaction mass.
Figure 3-14  Carriage plate with ratchet
tooth windows.
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Figure 3-16  Carriage bracket after construction (left) and mounted to the top and
bottom two masses (right).
Figure 3-15  Carriage plate with carriage bracket.
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Figure 3-17  Front (left) and backside (right) of ratchet tooth with recoil springs.
Figure 3-18  Partially finished carriage
assemblies.
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Figure 3-20  Spring integrated shock absorbers during (left) and after (right)
modification.
Figure 3-21  Additional plate welded to the
base.
Figure 3-19  Placement of carriage guides.
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Figure 3-22  Reattaching the frame legs.
Figure 3-23  Modified mechanical catch
with a seven-mass configuration.
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Figure 3-24  Modified mechanical catch with a full-
mass configuration.
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4.0 Test Program
To begin the quest for a better understanding of the statnamic damping coefficient
through the use of laboratory equipment, a testing program was instituted with a two-
phase, sequential agenda.  The initial focus of the program concentrated on studying the
response of Minime to load test altering variables and developing calibration guidelines
for future operator usage.  Once created, these guidelines would be utilized in the
development of the second phase of the program, a preliminary laboratory pursuit of the
damping coefficient using an alternating series of load tests within the Frustum.  This
chapter describes both phases of the testing program and discusses the instrumentation
used throughout the program.
4.1 Instrumentation
In order to capture the rapid statnamic loading event, it was necessary to position
various transducers amongst the different statnamic components and record the outputs
using a high speed data acquisition computer.  Because of its highly flexible nature and
ability to accept multiple input channels, the MEGADAC was chosen as the data
acquisition computer for the testing program (Optim Electronics; Garbin, 1999).  It was
programmed to scan at a frequency of 5000 Hz; approximately 500 data points would
define the typical 100 millisecond loading event.  This frequency is commonly used for
recording statnamic tests and proves sufficient in obtaining enough data points to
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minimize errors associated with various data regression methods.  A maximum of four
types of electrical transducers provided input to the MEGADAC by directly measuring
load, pressure, acceleration, and displacement.
In order to measure the load produced by the statnamic device, a 10 ton (89 kN)
column-type load cell (Tokyo/Sokki KC-10A) was centered between the piston and
foundation (Figure 4-1).  The load cell is not integrated into the base of the piston as in
the larger devices, so proper alignment before each test became crucial in the avoidance
of eccentric loading.  To provide redundancy and validation of the load cell readings, a 10
ksi (69 MPa) pressure transducer (Data Instruments AB H P) was introduced into the side
of the piston during the later part of the testing program (Figure 3-4).  Knowing the cross-
sectional area of the piston/cylinder and performing simple calculations afforded an
indirect comparison of the applied load magnitude.
The need to determine rapid displacements ushered the use of a capacitance-type
accelerometer (PCB 3701D1FA50G).  Whether it was the downward motion of the
foundation or the upward motion of the reaction masses, the accelerometer proved
convenient in its mounting and accurate in its measurements.  The accelerometer was not
limited to a specified range of travel like displacement transducers, but it required the use
of numeric integration methods to transform the raw acceleration data into displacements. 
During the calibration phase of the program, the accelerometer was used to record the
flight of the reaction masses; during the load testing phase, it was used to measure
foundation displacement.
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4.2 Calibration Testing
Familiarization of Minime and its response to load altering parameters resulted in
the performance of more than 100 calibration tests.  The mass configuration, initial
volume, vent pin length, and fuel quantity were individually adjusted so as to determine
the outcome on the magnitude, duration, and overall shape of the load pulse.  Though the
reaction mass jump height has no effect on the load pulse, it defines a maximum and
minimum safe boundary to which the test can be performed, thereby warranting its
attention.
To develop the largest load and worst case jump height, the statnamic device was
attached to a large concrete base that simulated a rigid foundation (Figure 4-2).  Once
mounted to the base, a series of statnamic tests were conducted by altering only one
parameter at a time to determine the effect on the load pulse (refer to Appendix B for
calibration test procedures).  The jump height was physically measured after each test by
taking the difference in the final and initial reaction mass positions.  The MEGADAC
initially recorded the compressive load experienced by the load cell but later included the
chamber pressure and reaction mass acceleration.
4.2.1 Test Matrix
Because of the numerous variables capable of being altered in a particular test, it
was necessary to establish a test matrix, or methodology for testing, that would ensure a
systematic evaluation.  Physical limitations of the device catching frame dictated to what
extent a series could be performed by providing a maximum and minimum jump height. 
The maximum jump height was dependent on the height of the last teeth on the catch
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rails, while the minimum was dependent on the length to piston/cylinder separation.  The
effect each variable has on the jump height and the corresponding limitations are
discussed later.  The test matrix can be seen in Figures 4-3 and 4-4.
4.2.2 Mass Configuration
Altering the mass configuration has no effect on the other device components,
only the foundation preload (Table 4-1), so differing configurations were chosen as the
first delineation in the test matrix.  A particular mass configuration remained constant
while all other variables were altered.  Beyond this, the initial volume, vent pin, then fuel
were altered (Figure 4-3).  This decision was largely based on the effort and time required
to change mass configurations.  Originally, it required at least two people to safely lift
each 68 kg mass when changing configurations.  On average, it would take nearly an hour
to either remove or place masses between each test series.  The time, as well as effort,
decreased threefold once picking eyes and alignment dowels were welded to each mass.  
Table 4-1  Foundation preloads.
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Multiple masses could be lifted with the aid of an overhead lifting system and easily
positioned.  The procedure for changing mass configurations is located in Appendix B.
4.2.3 Initial Volume
After the mass configuration was established, tests were conducted within the
range of piston spacers.  The piston can be fitted with any combination of four to zero
spacers, depending on the desired initial volume and power stroke (δ).  The spacers
essentially prevent the reaction masses from fully seating on the piston.  Not only does
the initial volume of the combustion chamber increase with each additional spacer, but
the stroke changes (Table 4-2 and Figure 4-5).  Also, adding spacers to the piston
increases the initial starting position of the masses, thereby decreasing the available
maximum jump height and the minimum required jump height. 
Initial tests varied spacer combinations, but compiling results led to a presumption
that device performance was optimal with the addition of only one spacer.  An elaborate
Table 4-2  Effect of spacers on the initial volume and power stroke (δ).
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discussion of these results are included in Chapter 5, but the load pulse generated by a
one spacer test yielded a curve more representative of a typical statnamic event.  After
discounting the other spacer combinations, the test matrix quickly narrowed to a more
manageable size.
4.2.4 Vent Distance
Originally, the device came equipped with one 15.25 cm vent pin, so only the
initial volume and fuel were altered for each mass configuration.  However, amidst
testing of the third mass configuration, the original vent pin was damaged (Figure 4-6). 
This unfortunate mishap actually afforded the opportunity to develop a host of three
replacement vent pins, each of differing lengths.  Results of the data collected up to this
point led to the presumption that the original vent pin was too long.  As a result, shorter
vent pins of 10.95 cm, 8.80 cm, and 6.65 cm were constructed (Figure 4-7).  Note that the
vent pins are cut in increments such that they correspond to the thickness of the spacers
(2.15 cm).  Doing so allows for the interchanging of vent pins with the addition of spacers
to maintain a constant power stroke.  Once the 15.25 cm was destroyed and replaced, the
testing matrix had to be restarted in order to acquire data for the differing vent pin
lengths.  The new series of tests began with the minimum configuration of three masses,
then tested every odd configuration up to the maximum of eleven masses.
4.2.5 Fuel Ranges
The last and easiest variable to alter is the fuel quantity.  As previously
mentioned, the piston can hold up to a maximum of five statnamic fuel pellets. 
Increasing the number of pellets increases the fuel density, where the fuel density is taken
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as the ratio of statnamic fuel volume to the total chamber volume.  During the test, the
volume occupied by the pellet is regained as the pellet is consumed, therefore it is not
excluded from the fuel density calculations due to the complexity of the numerous
variables effecting the combustion process.  Table 4-3 shows the relationship between the
amount of statnamic fuel, initial volume, and the fuel density (fuel volume/initial volume
x 100%).  The number of pellets was increased in each series of tests until either the
maximum jump height obtained, or the operator felt it unwise to continue that particular
series for fear of exceeding the catching frame capabilities.  Only in tests using a large
reaction mass stack did the minimum boundary exist to where lower pellet combinations
were avoided.
The fuel consumed within the combustion chamber includes both the statnamic
pellets and the smokeless rifle powder used to ignite the pellets.  The standard operating
procedure adopted by the operators and suggested by the manufacturer is to use only 0.5 g
of smokeless powder.  Not only were the number of statnamic pellets altered, but seven
additional tests were conducted to determine the effect of altering the amount of
Table 4-3  Effect of spacers and fuel on the fuel density (%).  
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smokeless powder.  In these particular test, all variables were held constant and the
amount of smokeless powder increased from 0.5 g to 1.5 g, then to 2.5 g.
4.2.6 Test Matrix Limitations: Jump Height
Limitations to the test matrix due to excessive or insufficient jump heights were
briefly mentioned above, but a realization of the compounding effects of the test variables
must be understood when assessing the risk of performing a particular test.  Increasing the
mass configuration and initial volume decreases the magnitude of the jump height, but
increasing the vent pin length and amount of fuel increases the jump height.  Collectively,
these variables produce tests that fall outside of the capable range of the device.  By
exploding Figure 4-3 to a minimum of five mass configurations, up to 375 test variations
are possible.  After considering the constraints placed on the jump height and the
exclusions of the 15.25 cm vent pin and spacer combinations, a large number of these
tests can be excluded.  However, it is impossible to forecast the jump height of a test
without having prior data to use as a reference.  The systematic test matrix made it
possible to only alter one variable and cautiously approach the maximum and minimum
boundaries.  This method of referencing similar test configurations to forecast the jump
height was used extensively throughout the calibration tests in an effort to reduce physical
damage to the device.   On occasion, these limitations were violated and the components
inadvertently damaged, ultimately leading into the previously mentioned device
modifications.
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4.3 Preliminary Pursuit of the Statnamic Damping Coefficient
After an extensive calibration process, Minime was employed in a series of static
and statnamic load test cycles to expeditiously and inexpensively produce data sets for
use in a preliminary  analysis of the statnamic damping coefficient.  The concept of the
operation was to predict an accurate static response (kx) from two static tests taken before
and after the statnamic test, then implement the predicted response into the equation of
motion.  This will eliminate one unknown, making it possible to directly solve for the
damping coefficient and reveal its true time-dependent or strain-dependent nature, as was
performed by Mullins et al. (2000).  The following sections discuss the evolution of the
testing concept and the test conducted within the Frustum.
4.3.1 Static-Statnamic Comparisons
Many case studies have been performed worldwide with the intent of comparing
static load test results to statnamic-derived static responses (Kusakabe et al. 2000).  One
method of comparison is to first perform a static test on a pile, then follow with a
statnamic test.  After the initial static test, a predicted static reload can then be estimated
from the load-displacement plot (Figure 4-8).  This predicted static reload is used as a
basis of comparison for the derived static response from a statnamic test.  However,
problems associated with the uncertainty of extrapolation yield a large envelope of
possible predicted static responses.
Another method of comparing static and statnamic data is to load test two
identical piles within close proximity of each other.  This method does not require the
extrapolation of a predicted static reload.  The static response of one pile is directly
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compared to the statnamic-derived static response of the other.  The only uncertainty with
this method deals with variability of the soil matrix surrounding each pile, which in some
cases can prove to be quite substantial.
Another method is to perform an alternating series of static-statnamic-static load
tests on a single pile.  Performing the second static cycle eliminates the need to
extrapolate and allows for the interpolation of a predicted static response.  Once plotted, a
portion of the second static cycle can be shifted between the first load cycle and its
original location to produce a more reasonable predicted curve (Figure 4-9).  In order to 
represent the predicted response from the second static cycle, the second static cycle must
be executed to the same displacement as the statnamic test.  This new predicted static
response can then be compared to the statnamic-derived static response.  This method is
probably the most accurate means of obtaining a valid comparison, but enormous costs
incurred from the multiple load tests discourage its use.  For this reason, the option of
relatively inexpensive model scale tests attracted attention to scaled testing devices,
namely the Frustum.
4.3.2 Frustum Testing
In collaboration with an ongoing research project (Garbin, 2003), fifty drilled
shafts were cast within the confines of the Frustum (Figure 4-10).  Throughout casting
and testing of the model-scale shafts, numerous problems associated with the Frustum
were encountered and addressed on an individual basis.  During the construction phase,
the Frustum exhibited a very high liquefaction potential as the casing was driven.  The
inability of excess pore pressure to escape the confines of the vessel resulted in soil
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expulsion through the top of the Frustum and plunging of the casing for several
centimeters.  The occurrence undoubtedly disturbed the soil matrix within and gave a
prelude to problems encountered during the statnamic load tests.  Results of the statnamic
data collected for these tests were deemed ambiguous with the liquefaction problem
labeled as the culprit.  Also, the susceptibility of the soil within the Frustum to relative
density change was noted.  Vibrations induced during casing instillation and the statnamic
tests severely altered the soil matrix contained in the control volume, and thereby
produced inconsistent load test results.  These particularities were considered when
developing the testing matrix.
For the purposes of this thesis, the Frustum testing matrix incorporated a series of
alternating static and statnamic load test cycles on a 4.5 in (11.43 cm) diameter, 36 in
(91.44 cm) long model-scale drilled shaft cast in the control volume of the Frustum
(Figure 4-10).  As part of the standard operating procedure, the Frustum was filled with
clean sand, alluviated, and pressurized 24 hrs before drilling began.  The entire procedure
is outlined in Appendix B.  After this period, the shaft was cast within the Frustum using
mortar with a water-cement ratio of 0.485 (Appendix B).  It was allowed a 48 hr curing
period to ensure sufficient structural strength by the time of testing.
During the initial static load cycle, the intent was to displace the shaft to a point
past full side friction mobilization and allow an initial set of the shaft.  As noted by
Mullins et al. (2000), vibration induced from cyclic statnamic load tests show a tendency
toward larger capacities due to soil densification.  Because of this phenomenon, the
second test, a statnamic load cycle, was performed with the sole purpose of  providing
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vibrations necessary to increase the density of the soil within the Frustum.  Both the
initial static and statnamic tests prepared the shaft and the soil for the upcoming static and
statnamic cycles used in the analysis of the statnamic damping coefficient.
The second static load test performed on the shaft initiated the testing cycle.  The
ultimate strength obtained during the static test dictated the design of the statnamic load
tests.  Two consecutive statnamic load tests were conducted and the maximum shaft
displacement from the last test  noted as a goal for a final static cycle displacement.  The
first statnamic test utilized a five mass configuration, one spacer, the 10.95 cm vent pin,
and two fuel pellets.  In order to surpass the ultimate strength defined by the second static
test, it was necessary to use an extra fuel pellet for the two consecutive statnamic tests. 
Also, the 6.65 cm vent pin was incorporated to compensate for the increased jump height
from the additional pellet.  The shape and magnitude of the later two statnamic load-
displacement plots proved more intelligible than any previous test.  It appeared that the
first statnamic test induced enough vibration to fully compact the soil in the control
volume.  To ensure a well-defined failure slope and ease the alignment of the predicted
static response during data analysis, the final static test corralled the statnamic data and
concluded the testing cycles.  Once the last static cycle was completed, the data was
analyzed using the method mentioned above and outlined in Mullins et al. (2000).  Refer
to Appendix B for static and statnamic load test procedures.  A full discussion of the test
results is presented in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4-2  Minime mounted to rigid base.
Figure 4-1  Minime load cell and piston.
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Figure 4-3  Example of test matrix flowchart.
Figure 4-4  Example of test matrix table.
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Figure 4-5  Effect of spacers on the initial volume and power stroke.
Figure 4-6  Damaged 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Figure 4-7  Minime vent pins.
Figure 4-8  Extrapolated static response.
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Figure 4-9  Interpolated static response.
Figure 4-10  Frustum test shafts.
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5.0 Results
The first phase of the testing program entailed numerous calibration tests
performed solely with the purpose of developing guidelines to aid future operators in the
design of a load test.  After analyzing the results of the calibration tests, four distinct
graphs were developed that when married offer a pathway for determining the
combination of test variables required to achieve a particular load, duration, and jump
height.  After development of the graphs, focus shifted towards employing the device in a
series of alternating static and statnamic load test cycles.  The operator graphs were used
to target certain loads during the load test cycles.  This chapter presents and discusses the
data collected during both phases of the testing program and the development of the
operator graphs.
5.1 Calibration Test Results
Results obtained from the calibration tests were grouped into various families of
curves, wherein only one test variable was altered to determine the effect on the load
pulse.  Doing so allowed for a comparison against the predicted statnamic load pulse
response experienced by many previous load tests and outlined by Bermingham (1995). 
To rightfully compare the actual and theoretical load pulse response, as well as to ensure
the validity of the data,  it was necessary to verify the reproducibility of the calibration
tests by periodically repeating a particular test.  Though the load pulses presented in
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Figure 5-1 do not offer the typical geometric appearance of a statnamic load pulse, they
emphasize the consistent reproducibility of the device.  The following sections present
only a selected sample of curves assembled to punctuate the effect of each variable.  The
individual load pulses for each calibration test can be found in Appendix A.
5.1.1 Mass Configuration
Though typical statnamic tests target a reaction mass weight approximately equal
to five percent of the desired maximum force, excessive jump heights require Minime to
use a reaction mass weight much larger.  It is reasoned that increasing the reaction mass
size will require more energy, or fuel, to overcome the additional inertial effects when
accelerating the masses upward.  If the fuel is held constant, then the upward acceleration
of the masses will decrease, resultantly decreasing the velocity and increasing the time to
reach venting (the duration).  Theoretically, as the pre-load approaches 100% of the
maximum force (F/m = 1) and the duration continues to increase, the test becomes static
in nature due an increasing wave number. The loss of acceleration is compensated by the
increasing reaction mass size, thereby holding the maximum force fairly constant.  As
seen in Figures 5-2 and 5-3, the maximum force increases uniformly and respectively by
8.6 kN and 13.7 kN with the incremental addition of two masses (4.3 kN and 6.9 kN for
each additional mass), but the load duration is only slightly effected.  These findings
contradict Bermingham’s portrayal of an insignificant increase in the maximum load and
a large increase in the load duration, and only help to reinforce the unique behavior of
Minime.
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An explanation for the variation in behavior is the possibility of an incomplete
fuel burn, meaning that the device vents before the majority of fuel is expended.  This
idea is feasible when considering the tests with a relatively low mass configuration.  After
conducting each test of the three mass configuration series, it was noted that the fuel was
only partially spent (Figure 2-15).  When increasing to a four mass configuration,
partially consumed pellets existed in the piston but were not extinguished upon piston-
cylinder separation.  A secondary flash appeared through the vent lid after the masses had
already been arrested, and flames consumed the remaining fragments of fuel.
5.1.2 Initial Volume
To remain consistent with Bermingham’s discussion on the effect of an increasing
volume, the variation of spacers and fuel is combined into one family via the previously
defined fuel density.  Joining the two variables also proves convenient considering the
complexity of increasing the volume and holding all other variables constant.  For
example, since the addition of spacers has a direct bearing on the vent distance, or power
stroke, it is necessary to change the vent pin in order to achieve a constant vent distance. 
This is not so much of a task, but jump height limitations and the loss of the 15.25 cm
vent pin reduced the number of candidate curves to compile a family.  Using a constant
vent pin does not alter the maximum force, since the vent pin only effects the duration
and the jump height (discussed in the following section).  If the duration is then
disregarded, the effect of additional spacers on the maximum load can be addressed. 
Table 5-1 shows that within a particular series of tests, the maximum force is reduced by
nearly 50% with the addition of the first spacer; thereafter, the force is reduced by much
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less.  The drastic reduction of force with the addition of the first spacer is not surprising
considering the drastic increase in initial volume.
Shortly after the loss of the 15.25 cm vent pin, it was decided to utilize only one
spacer for the remaining test series.  The decision was based on the close resemblance
between the shape of one spacer tests and the distinct shape of a typical statnamic load
pulse (Figure 5-4).  A few tests were conducted with various spacer combinations after
the replacement vent pins were constructed, but particular attention had to be given to the
resulting vent distance (power stroke).  Some vent pin/spacer combinations were
automatically deemed impractical, for the vent pin was not of sufficient length to seat
within the vent hole (Table 4-2).  The effect of increasing spacer combinations can be
seen in Figures 5-5 and 5-6, bearing in mind the additional effects of the uncompensated
vent distance.  It should be noted that although four spacers provide an apparent lower
boundary, those data represent a wide range of fuel and mass configurations (1 to 3
pellets and 3 to 11 masses).  The trend indicated by the arrow represents that where only
the number of spacers was varied.  Upon analyzing the results of all 10.95 cm vent
Table 5-1  Effect of increasing spacers on the
maximum force (kN).
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pin/four spacer combinations, the associated vent distance (power stroke) proved
inadequate to reach the maximum potential load.  This cluster of data points exhibit a
paltry mass ratio and were therefore removed from the final data set (Figure 5-6, also
reflected in Table 4-2).
5.1.3 Vent Distance
Though the length of the vent pin increases the overall vent distance (power
stroke), it is particularly the later part of the stroke, zone 3 (Figure 2-10), that is
elongated.  Figures 5-7 and 5-8 are examples of the expected increasing linear region
associated with differing vent distances.  Note that the magnitude of the maximum force
is relatively unaffected, but the duration increases with an increasing vent distance and
ultimately yields a larger impulse (area under the curve).  Because of the relatively
unaltered maximum load and  increased impulse, shorter vent distances are chiefly
targeted when desiring to reduce jump heights.  However, by adjusting the duration, the
wave number for a given test can be sculpted.  A direct link between the imparted
impulse and the vent distance will be explored in a later discussion about the
development of the operator graphs.
When construction of the replacement vent pins began, it was decided not to
reconstruct a longer 15.25 cm vent pin.  The decision stemmed from anomalous effects
present in the data prior to venting.  Instead of a quasi-linear decrease following the
maximum force, the region yielded a shape that appeared concave (Figure 5-1).  Initial
suspicions were that an excessive vent distance allowed expansion of the chamber to
continue past a point where the rate of pressure increase was reduced by a tremendous
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increasing volume.  However a closer inspection indicates that the force was actually
being retained, not lost to a net suction force.  Again, an incomplete burn may prove to be
the culprit.  Additional pressure developed prior to venting indicates that the chamber
volume may not be increasing faster than the production rate of exhaust gases.  If the
exhaust gases are still being rapidly produced in zone 3, then it is likely that the fuel is not
totally consumed before venting occurs.
5.1.4 Fuel Ranges and the Shape Factor
Increasing the quantity of fuel, or rather the fuel density, largely effects both the
maximum force and the load duration.  Fuel densities ranging from 6.5% to 10.5%
produce load pulses with a higher affinity toward the typical shape of a statnamic load
pulse (Table 5-2).  
Table 5-2  Effect of spacers and fuel on the fuel density (%).
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As the fuel density increases past 10.5%, the peak force (and mass ratio) increases, and
the load duration decreases (Figures 5-9 and 5-10).  When the fuel density falls below
6.5%, the peak force (and mass ratio) diminishes, and the duration increases immensely. 
Based on the load pulse plots and Figures 5-11, tests approach a dynamic behavior when
the fuel density is continually increased and a static behavior when the fuel density is
decreased (F/m = 1).  Figures 5-12 and 5-13 also portray the effect of increasing the
number of fuel pellets.
From the definition of the shape factor, it can be determined that the product of
the force, duration, and shape factor is the impulse.  When the shape factor is less than
0.5, the shape of the load pulse is rather triangular and characteristic of statnamic (Figure
5-14); a shape factor of 0.5 gives the smooth appearance with a gradual buildup to the
maximum force (Figure 5-15); and when the shape factor is much larger than 0.5, the load
is applied rapidly, then lingers around the maximum force before venting occurs (Figure
5-16).  Though difficult to stereotype, the shape factors of larger statnamic devices range
from 0.35 to 0.50.  Minime load pulses with similar geometric properties tend to produce
shape factors ranging from 0.50 to 0.60 (Figure 5-17).  The contrast can be partly
attributed to the fact that the rate of load application begins almost instantaneously with
Minime, whereas larger statnamic devices exhibit a gradual increase in loading rate
(Figure 5-4).  This characteristic of Minime is a result of the primer/ignition system.
The piston is first charged with 0.5 g of smokeless rifle powder prior to placing
the fuel pellets.  The rifle powder serves as an ignitor for the statnamic pellets.  Since the
powder is designed to rapidly develop pressure within the chamber of a firearm, pressure
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is developed rapidly within the piston.  Once the pellets are ignited, the pressure
developed by the statnamic fuel blankets the effects of the powder, and loading
progresses as normal.  The effects of varying the amount of rifle powder in a relatively
low fuel density test is shown in Figure 5-18.
5.1.5 Operator Graphs
The ultimate goal of the calibration testing was to develop user-friendly guidelines
beneficial in sculpting a desired load pulse.  The product of the numerous calibration tests
is a set of five fuel-force curves and four interlocking operator graphs.  The five curves
and the first two operator graphs serve as the primary design aids, and the last two
operator graphs are simply used as safety checks against the jump height.  When
assembled, the graphs formulate a path along which test variable combinations can be
chosen to produce a desired force and duration, as well as verify the associated jump
height.
Fuel-Force Curves.  Fuel-force curves unique to each device are the usual design aids
utilized by most of the larger statnamic devices.  From these curves, information
regarding the amount of fuel required to achieve a particular force can be obtained.  As
mentioned, the initial volume of the larger devices is fairly constant, eliminating the need
for numerous curves.  However, Minime is capable of a wide range of possible
configurations and therefore demands the use of numerous curves.  Each curve presented
in Figures 5-19 through 5-23 is particular to a specified spacer combination.  With the
exception of higher mass configurations, the trends are mostly linear.  Points highlighted
along each trace signify the average force obtained from actual calibration tests.  Most of
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the design parameters can be obtained from one of these five curves.  Each spacer curve
can be quickly scanned to determine which mass configuration and fuel combination
produces a force closest to the desired force.  Note that the fuel pellets coinciding to each
data point are in whole number values.  Though no calibration tests were performed with
partial pellets (½ pellets),  it may be possible to interpolate a fuel quantity between the
data points.
Operator Graph #1: Mass Ratio vs. Force.  The first operator graph was originally
developed (Figure 5-24) as an afterthought with the intent of converting the non-
dimensional mass ratio of operator graph #2 into a more useful value.  Essentially, the
graph plots the linear relationship between the maximum force and the mass ratio for
each mass configuration, with the slope of each line being the static weight of that
particular mass configuration.  Though the graph is rather simplistic, it provides a link
between the mass ratio and the more common design parameter, force.
Operator Graph #2: Mass Ratio vs. Duration.  Plotting the entire data set against F/m and
duration, minus a few anomalous data points mentioned above, produces an asymptotical
trend that visually defines the capabilities of Minime (Figure 5-25).  At a typical
statnamic load duration of 100 milliseconds, mass ratios fall between three and seven. 
Higher mass ratios are attainable but only at the sacrifice of the load duration. 
Segregating each data point by its fuel quantity, spacer combination, and vent pin
uncovers embedded trends within the graph (Figure 5-26).  As discussed in the previous
sections, increasing the fuel quantity increases the mass ratio and decreases the load
duration; the opposite occurs when the spacer combination is increased.  Having
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previously shown that vent distance alters only the load duration, it is of no surprise that
increasing the vent pin length translates the data point laterally to the right.
Bounding the data with trend lines allows for a more comprehensible grasp of the
individual variable effects (Figure 5-27 and 5-28).  The boundaries are color-coordinated
to signify pellet ranges with blue, red, green, black, and pink representing one, two, three,
four and five pellets respectively.  These ranges are petitioned into zones that corral tests
of the same spacer combination.  The zone is numerically labeled to identify the spacer
combination that it represents.  Within each zone, increasing vent pin lengths translate the
data points from left to right, such that the left and right boundaries mark the limits of the
6.65 cm and 15.25 cm vent pins.  In some spacer zones, an insufficient power stroke
increases the leftmost boundary to the 10.95 cm vent pin.  The throng of information
present within the mass ratio vs. duration plot actually enables the graph to be used as a
stand-alone design tool, but the addition of the remaining graphs make for an easier
design process and provide internal safety checks.
Operator Graph #3: Impulse vs. Force.  Given that the impulse imparted during a
statnamic test graphically represents the area under the load pulse curve, it is reasonable
to assume a relationship exists with the maximum force.  This relationship is established
through the load duration and the shape factor.  Plotting the shape factor against the
maximum force and the impulse shows that  ideal shape factors, 0.50 < SF < 0.60, are
available in a wide range (Figure 5-29); it is possible to design for a large force and
impulse without sacrificing the shape of the load pulse.
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After considering the relationship between load duration and impulse, then
recalling the link between vent distance and duration, it is not surprising to find that
increasing the vent pin length increases the impulse (Figure 5-30).  It is upon this
association that operator graph #3 was developed (Figure 5-31).  Similar to the first
graph, color-coordinated boundaries mark the extent of their respective test series. 
Within each colored boundary are lines that demarcate zones of equal vent pin lengths. 
After determining the configuration for a test, a safety check on the maximum jump
height can be obtained via this graph.
Operator Graph #4: Impulse vs. Jump Height.  Both the magnitude of the impulse and
the reaction mass size are factors in controlling the jump height.  The masses displace
upwards to a point where all kinetic energy developed by the impulse is converted to
potential energy, so reducing the kinetic energy by focusing on the impulse becomes an
option.  Usually, the maximum force is the chief design parameter, so suppressing the
impulse by decreasing the force may not be feasible.  The more common approach is to
decrease the vent distance, or use a shorter vent pin.  However, combining the effects of
both a large mass configuration and a short vent pin prove effective in obtaining safe
jump heights.  Operator graph #3 provides a link from the maximum force to the jump
height via the impulse.  As a final safety check, operator graph #4 was developed to
combat the excessive jump heights associated with large impulses (Figure 5-32).  After
determining the test configuration and the associated impulse, the jump height can be
estimated and a redesign performed if necessary.
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Procedure for Use.  The following steps are intended to outline the statnamic design
process as well as clarify the use of the fuel-force curves and operator graphs.  The
example design parameter used throughout the procedure is a desired maximum force of
50 kN.
1. Enter the abscissa of each fuel-force curve with the desired force and project a
vertical line.  Determine which mass and fuel combination from the different
curves provides a data point closest to the projected line (Figure 5-33 and 5-34). 
The closest data point represents the test configuration that is closest to producing
the desired force.  Note the spacer combination annotated at the top of the curve,
the mass configuration line where the data point falls, and the associated fuel
quantity.  Two options are available to achieve a 60 kN force: (1) 5 masses, no
spacers, and 2 fuel pellets, and (2) 5 masses, 1 spacer, and 3 fuel pellets.
2. Enter the abscissa of operator graph #1 with the desired force.  Project a vertical
line from the load.  Find the associated mass ratio by projecting a horizontal line
from the intersection of the vertical line and mass configuration (Figure 5-35). 
The mass ratio for options 1 and 2 is 13.6.
3. Project a horizontal line from the ordinate of operator graph #2 to determine the
available range of durations (Figure 5-36).  If performed properly, the line should
enter the fuel region and spacer zone determined in step 1.  Choose an
approximate duration and vent pin length.  The duration range for option 1 is
0.044 to 0.072 seconds; the range for option 2 is 0.053 to 0.069 seconds.  The
8.80 cm vent pin is arbitrarily chosen for both options.
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4. Project the a line from the desired force into the fuel zones of operator graph #3.
After locating where the test falls within the vent pin and fuel zones, determine
the associated impulse (2.1 kN-s for option 1 and 1.8 kN-s for option 2) (Figure 5-
37).
5. Project the impulse to operator graph #4, and knowing the mass configuration,
find the resulting jump height (140 cm for option #1 and 106 cm for option #2).  If
the jump height is not acceptable, redesign as necessary (Figure 5-38).
6. Before finalizing a test, it is worthwhile to explore other test options and perhaps
develop a contingency configuration.
5.2 Statnamic Damping Coefficient Results
The second goal of the testing program was to employ the newly defined
laboratory statnamic device in a series of static and statnamic load test cycles on a scaled
drilled shaft cast within the control volume of the Frustum.  Framing a statnamic test
between two static tests allowed for the comparison of the statnamic curve to a predicted
static response.  The difference between the statnamic and static load-displacement
curves yielded the combined inertial and damping effects.  Since the system mass,
acceleration, and velocity are either known or measured, the damping coefficient (as well
as the static capacity) could easily be found.  The following sections present the results of
the load tests and elaborates on problems encountered with the Frustum.
5.2.1 Frustum Testing Results
Analysis of previous data sets collected from wet shafts during a collaborative
research project led to the premature conclusion that the high liquefaction potential of the
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Frustum was plaguing the intelligibility of the data.  The response to this quagmire was to
eliminate the liquefaction potential by casting and testing the shaft used in this thesis
under dry conditions.
statnamic1The initial statnamic test (F ) was ran with the intent of pre-shocking the
Frustum with statnamic induced vibrations prior to collecting data for the series of static
and statnamic load cycles (Figure 5-39).  The load-displacement curves of the second and
third statnamic tests began to take the more characteristic whale-head shape common to
most statnamic tests, but suspicion surrounded the unusually low reload stiffness of both
static2 static3statnamic tests in comparison to the boundary static tests (F  and F ) (Figure 5-40). 
Usually, inertial and damping contributions result in a statnamic force that is larger than
the static force throughout the elastic range, but both statnamic load-displacement curves
exhibit a smaller force throughout this range.
static2 static3A weighted average of the second and third static cycles (F  and F ) was
statnamic2taken and scaled to the maximum displacement of the second statnamic cycle (F )
(Figure 5-41).  Again, it can be seen that the reload stiffness of the statnamic cycle is
much less than the stiffness of the predicted static response up to a point past yielding. 
Performing calculations to determine the magnitude of the damping coefficient at various
locations results in a trace that closely mimics UPM damping values obtained from SAW
calculations (Figure 5-42).  Though the calculated damping coefficient results in negative
values, it is worthwhile to note that the shape of the curve clearly displays different values
between the elastic and inelastic zones linked by a smooth, quasi-linear transition.  The 
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data suggests that the damping coefficient is not constant throughout the entire statnamic
event but is displacement or strain dependent.
It is more probable that the aberrant negative values obtained during the
calculations are a result of an inaccurate predicted static response instead of a
miscalculation on behalf of the system mass.  In most cases, a concrete density (γ = 150
pcf) and shape (perfect cylinder) is assumed.  Differing concrete mix designs and
anomalous regions within the shaft result in invalid assumptions.  However, the shaft
constructed for this testing regime was exhumed and weighed to determine an accurate
shaft mass (20.9 kg or g = 138.8 pcf), leaving only the prediction of the static response in
question.
5.2.2 Frustum Frustrations
Though mostly addressed prior to the construction of the test shaft used in this
Thesis, underlying problems with the Frustum plagued the intelligibility of previously
collected data sets.  Initially, concerns surrounded the expulsion of soil from the top of
the Frustum when excess pore pressures were introduced via pressurization (Frederick,
2001), casing installation, and statnamic tests.  The problem was not resolved but rather
circumvented by confining the tests to dry conditions.
Another problem surfaced as an inability to reproduce in-situ soil conditions
within the Frustum for the replication of identically performing shafts.  This mere
inconvenience did not threaten the integrity of the data collected for this thesis since the
test results were not compared to the performance of other test shafts, but it did raise
concerns about the sensitivity of the Frustum to soil preparation methods.  The alluviation
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process used during soil preparation seemed to be the culprit of the irreproducibility
problem.  During alluviation, the sand is violently disturbed then allowed to settle
through water under its own weight.  This process ensures that a uniform density exists
throughout the Frustum, but the result is a very loose matrix that is highly susceptible to
vibration-induced relative density change.  Random vibrations induced from any source,
including the statnamic tests, could significantly alter the state of the soil within.  This
realization became prevalent while analyzing previous data sets, for identical shafts
would exhibit radically different strengths.
The most perplexing concern, however, was the fact that statnamic tests revealed
a much lower reload stiffness than the enveloping static tests.   The magnitude of the
inconsistency had not been observed in earlier studies, and full dismantling of the
Frustum was scheduled.  Conclusions, as well as recommendations regarding future
testing with the Frustum and Minime, are addressed in Chapter 6.
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Figure 5-2  Effect of mass configuration on the load pulse (8.80 cm vent
length and fuel density of 7.02 %).
Figure 5-1  Reproducibility of a test (5 masses, 2 spacers, 15.25 cm vent
pin, and 1 fuel pellet).
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Figure 5-3  Effect of mass configuration on the load pulse (4.50 cm vent
length and fuel density of 10.5 %).
Figure 5-4  Comparison of typical statnamic load pulses.
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Figure 5-5  Mass ratio vs. duration (15.25 cm vent pin): Path of increasing
spacers.
Figure 5-6  Mass ratio vs. duration (10.95 cm vent pin): Path of increasing
spacers.
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Figure 5-8  Effect of vent distance on the load pulse (7 masses and fuel
density of 7.02%).
Figure 5-7  Effect of vent distance on the load pulse (5 masses and fuel
density of 7.02%).
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Figure 5-9  Effect of fuel density on the load pulse (5 masses and 8.8 cm
vent length).
Figure 5-10  Effect of fuel density on the load pulse (5 masses and 10.95
cm vent length).
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Figure 5-12  Mass ratio vs. duration (15.25 cm vent pin): Path of
increasing fuel pellets.
Figure 5-11 Mass ratio vs. duration: Effect of fuel density →).
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Figure 5-14 Load pulse with SF = 0.43.
Figure 5-13  Mass ratio vs. duration (10.95 cm vent pin): Path of
increasing fuel pellets.
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Figure 5-15 Load pulse with SF = 0.50.
Figure 5-16 Load pulse with SF = 0.86.
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Figure 5-17  Mass ratio vs. duration: Distribution of shape factors.
Figure 5-18  Variation in the amount of smokeless rifle powder.  All three
tests utilized 6 masses, 3 spacers, 1fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Figure 5-19  Fuel-force curve: 0 spacers.
Figure 5-20  Fuel-force curve: 1 spacer.
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Figure 5-21  Fuel-force curve: 2 spacers.
Figure 5-22  Fuel-force curve: 3 spacers.
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Figure 5-23  Fuel-force curve: 4 spacers.
Figure 5-24  Operator graph #1: Mass ratio vs. force.
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Figure 5-26 Combined variable effects on the mass ratio and duration.
Figure 5-25  Mass ratio vs. duration.
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Figure 5-27  Operator graph #2 with data points: Mass ratio vs. duration.
Figure 5-28  Operator graph #2 without data points: Mass ratio vs. 
duration.
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Figure 5-29  Shape factors as a function of the force and impulse.
Figure 5-30  Vent pin length as a function of force and impulse.
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Figure 5-31  Operator graph #3: Force vs. impulse.
Figure 5-32  Operator graph #4: Jump height vs. impulse.
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Figure 5-33  Design procedure step 1: Option 1 (5 masses, no spacers, and
2 fuel pellets).
Figure 5-34  Design procedure step 1: Option 2 (5 masses, 1 spacer, and 3
fuel pellets).
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Figure 5-36  Design procedure step 3: Find the range of duration and select
a vent pin.
Figure 5-35  Design procedure step 2: Determine the mass ratio.
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Figure 5-37  Design procedure step 4: Find the impulse.
Figure 5-38  Design procedure step 5: Find associated jump height.
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Figure 5-39  Static and statnamic load test cycles performed on shaft S53.
Figure 5-40  Static and statnamic cycles used in the analysis of the
statnamic damping coefficient.
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Figure 5-42  Calculated statnamic damping coefficient.
Figure 5-41  Predicted static response in comparison to the measured
statnamic2statnamic response for F .
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Figure 5-43  Damping coefficient as a function of time.
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6.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
In 2002, the University of South Florida received a relatively untested and unique
laboratory scale statnamic device from Berminghammer Foundation Equipment.  Though
conceptually similar to larger statnamic devices, uncertainty associated with the new
laboratory device demanded an exploration of its capabilities and limitations.  As a result,
a two-phase, sequential testing program was developed and implemented.  The product of
the exploration was a series of five fuel-force curves and four operator graphs (Figures 6-
1 and 6-2).  When married, the curves and graphs allow for the design of a statnamic load
test and prediction of the three test outcomes: the maximum force, load duration, and
associated jump height.  A load test design example is contained within Chapter 5.
Analysis of more than 100 calibration tests defined the nature of the device.  The
Statnamic Mini Tester, or Minime, proved dissimilar to an expected statnamic response
in three aspects: the effect of increasing the reaction mass size, the range of mass ratios,
and the range of shape factors.  As discussed in Chapter 2, the reaction mass size typically
has a significant effect on the load duration and a minimal effect on the maximum load. 
However, results presented in Chapter 5 show that Minime responds differently; the
reaction mass size has a minimal effect on the load duration and a significant effect on the
maximum force.  Although difficult to determine, this inconsistency may be a result of an
incomplete combustion of statnamic fuel in lower mass configurations.  The slightly
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increased duration of the larger mass configurations may afford the necessary time to
completely consume the statnamic fuel prior to venting and piston/cylinder separation.
Minime mass ratios range from an apparent minimum of two to ten for
conventional load durations (0.08 to 0.12 seconds) while it is conventionally thought that
mass ratios fluctuate around twenty (5% reaction mass).  Also, feasible Minime shape
factors range from 0.5 to 0.6, whereas larger devices produce shape factors in the range of
0.35 to 0.5.  Differences in the output, as well as the physical difference in device
components, aid in emphasizing the individuality of Minime amongst its larger cohorts.
With the development of the fuel-force curves and the operator graphs, it is now
possible to effectively, expeditiously, and economically utilize Minime in future research
efforts.  One such effort lies in the pursuit of a better grasp on the statnamic damping
coefficient (c).  Initial steps were made toward this goal in the second part of the testing
program.  Bounding statnamic data between sets of static data proved effective in
predicting a static response worthy of comparing to the measured statnamic response. 
From this predicted static response, statnamic damping values were calculated from
initiation of the test to the point of maximum displacement.  The calculated damping
coefficient clearly shows a discrepancy between values obtained in the elastic and
inelastic ranges.  The value appears to be constant, but different, in each range or zone. 
The zones are linked by an almost linear transition.  Negative damping values calculated
in the inelastic zone can be attributed to the development of the predicted static response,
for even with the elaborate analysis procedure used to evaluate the predicted response, a
minimal amount of uncertainty remains.
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Conclusions drawn from the results of data collected during both phases of the
testing program offer recommendations regarding the future usage of Minime and the
Frustum for the ultimate goal of redefining the statnamic damping coefficient.  These
recommendations include:
1. Replace the larger fuel pellets currently used in Minime with smaller pellets of a
similar geometric shape.  By decreasing the size of the fuel pellets, but keeping
the fuel density constant, the available surface area and accompanying burn rate of
the fuel will increase.  This change will presumably decrease the load duration,
decrease the shape factor, and alleviate concerns associated with an incomplete
fuel burn.
2. Adopt a better method for preparing the Frustum that will reduce the potential for
vibration-induced relative density change.  Vibrating the casing during the shaft
construction phase may increase the relative density of the control volume to a
point where statnamic induced vibrations have little effect on the soil matrix.
3. Apply the same construction, testing, and analysis procedures to shafts cast in a
controlled area, larger than what the Frustum offers, with the intent of increasing
the inertial and damping contributions from statnamic tests.  Though the Frustum
is an ideal tool for laboratory scaled tests and may be suitable for other analytical
approaches focused toward better defining the statnamic damping coefficient, the 
inability to scale material properties renders it inappropriate for the analysis
procedure utilized herein.
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The testing program initiated in this thesis is not merely the end but creates a new path for
the continuance of statnamic technology.  With the aid of Minime, more accurate
methods of predicting the static capacity of a pile can be sought and developed.
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Figure 6-1  Fuel-force curves.
116
Figure 6-2  Operator graphs.
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Appendix A: Family of Curves
A.1 3 Mass Configurations
Figure A-1  3 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellets, and the 6.65 cm vent pin.
Figure A-2  3 masses, 1 spacer, 3 fuel pellets, and the 6.65 cm vent pin.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
Figure A-4  3 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellets, and the 8.80 cm vent pin.
Figure A-3  3 masses, 1 spacer, 1 fuel pellets, and the 8.80 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-5  3 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellets, and the 8.80 cm vent pin.
Appendix A: (Continued)
Figure A-6  3 masses, 1 spacer, 1 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
Figure A-7  3 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
A.2 4 Mass Configurations
Figure A-8  4 masses, 4 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
Figure A-9  4 masses, 3 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
Figure A-10  4 masses, 2 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
Figure A-11  4 masses, 1 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
Figure A-12  4 masses, 0 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
Figure A-13  4 masses, 4 spacers, 2 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
Figure A-14  4 masses, 3 spacers, 2 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
Figure A-15  4 masses, 2 spacers, 2 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
Figure A-16  4 masses, 1 spacers, 2 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
Figure A-17  4 masses, 0 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
Figure A-18  4 masses, 4 spacers, 3 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
Figure A-19  4 masses, 3 spacers, 3 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
Figure A-20  4 masses, 4 spacers, 4 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
Figure A-21  4 masses, 4 spacers, 5 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
A.3 5 Mass Configurations
Figure A-22  5 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellet, and the 8.80 cm vent pin.
Figure A-23  5 masses, 1 spacer, 1 fuel pellet, and the 6.65 cm vent pin.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
Figure A-24  5 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellet, and the 6.65 cm vent pin.
Figure A-25  5 masses, 1 spacer, 3 fuel pellet, and the 6.65 cm vent pin.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
Figure A-27  5 masses, 1 spacer, 1 fuel pellet, and the 8.80 cm vent pin.
Figure A-26  5 masses, 1 spacer, 1 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
Figure A-28  5 masses, 0 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
Figure A-29  5 masses, 0 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
Figure A-30  5 masses, 0 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
Figure A-31  5 masses, 0 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
Figure A-32  5 masses, 0 spacers, 2 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
Figure A-33  5 masses, 1 spacer, 1 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-34  5 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
Figure A-35  5 masses, 1 spacer, 3 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-36  5 masses, 2 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
Figure A-37  5 masses, 2 spacers, 2 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-38  5 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
Figure A-39  5 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-40  5 masses, 4 spacers, 2 fuel pellets, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
Figure A-41  5 masses, 3 spacers, 2 fuel pellets, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-42  5 masses, 2 spacers, 2 fuel pellets, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
Figure A-43  5 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellets, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-44  5 masses, 0 spacers, 2 fuel pellets, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
Figure A-45  5 masses, 4 spacers, 3 fuel pellets, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-46  5 masses, 3 spacers, 3 fuel pellets, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
Figure A-47  5 masses, 2 spacers, 3 fuel pellets, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-48  5 masses, 4 spacers, 4 fuel pellets, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
Figure A-49  5 masses, 3 spacers, 4 fuel pellets, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-51  5 masses, 4 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-50  5 masses, 4 spacers, 5 fuel pellets, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-53  5 masses, 2 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
Figure A-52  5 masses, 3 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-54  5 masses, 2 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
Figure A-55  5 masses, 1 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-56  5 masses, 0 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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A.4 6 Mass Configurations
Figure A-57  6 masses, 4 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
Figure A-58  6 masses, 3 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-59  6 masses, 2 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
Figure A-60  6 masses, 4 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-61  6 masses, 3 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 15.25 cm vent pin.
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A.5 7 Mass Configurations
Figure A-62  7 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
Figure A-63  7 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellet, and the 8.80 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-64  7 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellet, and the 6.65 cm vent pin.
Figure A-65  7 masses, 1 spacer, 1 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-67  7 masses, 1 spacer, 3 fuel pellet, and the 8.80 cm vent pin.
Figure A-66  7 masses, 1 spacer, 1 fuel pellet, and the 8.80 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-69  7 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellet, and the 6.65 cm vent pin.
Figure A-68  7 masses, 1 spacer, 3 fuel pellet, and the 6.65 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-70  7 masses, 1 spacer, 1 fuel pellet, and the 8.80 cm vent pin.
Figure A-71  7 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellet, and the 6.65 cm vent pin.
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A.6 9 Mass Configurations
Figure A-72  9 masses, 1 spacer, 1 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
Figure A-73  9 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-74  9 masses, 1 spacer, 3 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
Figure A-75  9 masses, 1 spacer, 1 fuel pellet, and the 8.80 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-76  9 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellet, and the 8.80 cm vent pin.
Figure A-77  9 masses, 1 spacer, 3 fuel pellet, and the 8.80 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-78  9 masses, 1 spacer, 1 fuel pellet, and the 6.65 cm vent pin.
Figure A-79  9 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellet, and the 6.65 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-80  9 masses, 1 spacer, 3 fuel pellet, and the 6.65 cm vent pin.
Figure A-81  9 masses, 1 spacer, 4 fuel pellet, and the 6.65 cm vent pin.
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A.7 11 Mass Configurations
Figure A-82  11 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellet, and the 8.80 cm vent pin.
Figure A-83  11 masses, 1 spacer, 3 fuel pellet, and the 8.80 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-84  11 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellet, and the 6.65 cm vent pin.
Figure A-85  11 masses, 1 spacer, 3 fuel pellet, and the 6.65 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-86  11 masses, 1 spacer, 4 fuel pellet, and the 6.65 cm vent pin.
Figure A-87  11 masses, 1 spacer, 1 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-88  11 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
Figure A-89  11 masses, 1 spacer, 3 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
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Figure A-90  11 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent pin.
Figure A-91  11 masses, 1 spacer, 3 fuel pellet, and the 10.95cm vent pin.
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Figure A-92  11 masses, 1 spacer, 3 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent
pin.
Figure A-93  11 masses, 2 spacers, 3 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent
pin.
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Figure A-95  11 masses, 2 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent
pin.
Figure A-94 11 masses, 2 spacers, 2 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent 
pin.
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Figure A-97  11 masses, 3 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent
pin.
Figure A-96  11 masses, 2 spacers, 4 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent
pin.
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Figure A-99  11 masses, 3 spacers, 3 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent
pin.
Figure A-98  11 masses, 3 spacers, 2 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent
pin.
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Figure A-101  11 masses, 3 spacers, 5 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent
pin.
Figure A-100  11 masses, 3 spacers, 4 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent
pin.
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Figure A-103  11 masses, 4 spacers, 2 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent
pin.
Figure A-102  11 masses, 4 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent
pin.
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Figure A-104  11 masses, 4 spacers, 3 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent
pin.
Figure A-105  11 masses, 4 spacers, 4 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent
pin.
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Figure A-107  11 masses, 0 spacers, 1 fuel pellet, and the 10.95 cm vent
pin.
Figure A-106  11 masses, 4 spacers, 5 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent
pin.
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Figure A-109  11 masses, 1 spacer, 2 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent
pin.
Figure A-108  11 masses, 0 spacers, 2 fuel pellets, and the 10.95 cm vent
pin.
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Contained herein are the current recommended procedures to be used with the
Frustum Confining Vessel (FCV or Frustum) and laboratory statnamic device (Minime). 
These procedures include: Frustum preparation and pressurization, drilled shaft
construction, static load test, statnamic load test, and statnamic calibration test.
B.1 Frustum Preparation and Pressurization
1. Remove the top flange and middle section of the Frustum, exposing the rubber
bladder located within the bottom section.  Check for the presence of hydraulic
fluid, punctures in the bladder, and clogged drain filters.
2. Open the bottom drains and fill the bottom section of the Frustum with clean sand,
attempting to remove all foreign debris and rocks.  While filling, use a water hose
to help remove all air voids.  Do not overfill or heap the sand above the flange of
the bottom section, since this may become a hindrance when later replacing the
middle section.
3. Thoroughly clean the top flange of the bottom section and the bottom flange of
the middle section.  If it is desired to have the water table higher than the top
flange of the bottom section, then apply a generous bead of silicone to the groove
located within this flange.  If it is desired to operate under dry conditions, then this
step is optional.
4. Place, align, and bolt the middle section on top of the bottom section.
5. Continue filling the Frustum with sand in the same manner as Step 2.
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6. Once the level of sand is approximately half way up the middle section, stop 
filling and begin alluviation.
7. Connect the hose of the alluviation to a convenient faucet, point the alluviation
away from any sensitive equipment, and open the faucet.  Check to ensure that the
ports located at the bottom of the alluviation are not plugged with sand, and that
they spray a substantial stream.  Turning the water on before inserting the
alluviation helps to avoid future clogging of the ports.
8. Using scaffolding or some sort of working platform, slowly push the alluviation
into the soil.  Do not force the alluviation, it should practically insert itself under
its own weight.
9. Allow the alluviation to penetrate through the sand to the bladder, taking care not
to puncture the bladder.
10. Once the alluviation reaches the bottom of the Frustum, slowly pull the alluviation
up and continue this process in a clockwise pattern (Figure B-1).
11. After alluviation is completed, remove the alluviation before turning off the
faucet.  This will also help to avoid future clogging of the ports.
12. Rinse off any sand that may have collected on the top flange of the middle section. 
If it is desired to have the water table higher than the top flange of the middle
section, then apply a generous bead of silicone to the groove located within this
flange.  If it is desired to operate under dry conditions, then this step is optional.
13. Place, align, and bolt the top flange (lid) to the middle section.
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14. Continue to fill the Frustum by using a water hose to wash sand from a bucket 
(Figure B-2).  This allows the top portion of the sand to settle through water under
its own weight.
15. Once completed, allow at least an hour for the sand to settle and water to drain (if
desired) before beginning pressurization.  Additional sand may need to be added
as the sand within the Frustum settles.
16. Once the designated waiting period has elapsed, inspect the oil level within the oil
pressure pot and fill if necessary.
17. Connect an air hose from a pressurized air supply to the dryer, and drain any
existing water from the system.
18. Slowly increase the pressure in 5 psi increments, continuously monitoring the
hydraulic pressure inside the bladder via a pressure transducer located at the
bottom of the Frustum.
19. After waiting for the system to stabilize, repeat Step 18 until the maximum
desired pressure is reached.
20. Allow a 24 hr waiting period before beginning any construction procedures.
B.2 Drilled Shaft Construction
1. Prepare and pressurize the Frustum in accordance with the procedure outlined in
“Frustum Preparation and Pressurization.”
2. Secure the casing template to the top of the Frustum using two large c-clamps,
ensuring not to over-tighten the clamps and distort the template.
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3. Slide the bottom of the temporary casing into the template and attempt to slowly 
push and rotate the casing in by hand.
4. Once the casing can no longer be advanced, use the single flight auger to excavate
the soil inside the casing down to within three inches of the bottom.  Doing so
removes and soil plugs that may form in the casing.  Attempt to advance the
casing again by rotating and pushing with the hands.  If the casing advances, then
repeat this step until it will no longer advance by hand.
5. Place the driving anvil on top of the casing, and begin to advance it by dropping a
sledgehammer from a height of four inches onto the anvil.  After fifty repetitions,
remove the anvil and use the single flight auger to excavate sand to within three
inches of the bottom.  Repeat this step until the casing is driven to the proper
depth.
6. Use the clean out bucket to excavate the remaining soil down to the bottom of the
casing.  Under wet conditions, it is advisable to leave the clean out bucket in the
excavation to help maintain a flat bottom.
7. Measure the proportions of sand, cement, and water to use in the mix design.  To
ensure sufficient mortar volume and workability, use 37.14 kg of sand, 18.48 kg
of cement, and 10.17 kg of water (w/c = 0.55).
8. Mix the mortar in accordance with ASTM standards for mixing concrete,
disregarding any references to coarse aggregate.
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9. Plug the bottom of the tremie pipe with a piece of a plastic bag and secure with
tape.  Avoid applying too much tape, or the mortar may not be able to break the 
seal upon placement.  It is helpful to cut small slits in the tape after securing to
ensure that the mortar will break the seal.
10. Remove the driving template from around the casing, and slide a permanent
casing sleeve over the temporary casing.  Push the permanent casing sleeve
halfway into the soil.
11. Place a plastic garbage bag around the permanent casing and on top of the
Frustum to catch any excess mortar during the pour.
12. Slide the casing retainer ring over the temporary casing and position above the
permanent casing.  Secure the feet of the retainer ring to the flange of the Frustum
with the c-clamps.
13. Fill the hopper with mortar, and position it over the casing.
14. Insert the tremie into the casing, and attach to the hopper using the quick connect
assembly.
15. Lower the tremie until it rests on the bottom of the excavation.
16. Open the valve on the hopper, and fully charge the tremie.  Lift the tremie to break
the plug and allow the mortar to flow.  Occasionally lift the tremie if the flow rate
begins to decrease.  However, take care to avoid breaching the tremie, or lifting
the tremie above the rising mortar head.
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17. Allow the mortar to flow up and over the top of the casing before closing the
valve on the hopper.  Disconnect the hopper and remove the tremie.
18. Carefully align the overhead lift and extract the casing in a continuous manner.
19. Remove the casing retainer ring and c-clamps, then cut the plastic bag away from
the permanent casing.
20. Add mortar to the top of the shaft and finish using a trowel.
21. When the mortar begins to set, spray the leveling disk with lubricant to avoid
sticking to the mortar, and place it on top of the shaft to cast a level surface for
future testing.
22. Clean the equipment.
B.3 Static Load Test
1. Attach the static load test frame to the Frustum using four of the middle flange
bolts (Figure B-1).
2. Remove the leveling disk from the top of the shaft and place the load cell and jack
between the top of the shaft and the bottom of the static frame (Figure B-2).  Run
the load cell wire to the intended data acquisition device and connect.
3. Attach the hydraulic hose from the hand pump to the jack.
4. Position at least two LVDT’s on either side of the shaft with the plungers resting
on the surface of the load cell alignment plate (Figure B-2).
5. Attach the LVDT wires to the transducers then to the intended data acquisition
device.
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6. Pump the jack handle and monitor the load-displacement readings as the test
progresses (Figure B-3).  Once the maximum load or displacement is attained,
close the supply valve and allow the acquisition device to record sufficient data.
7. After a few seconds (approximately 15 seconds), slowly open the valve and allow
pressure to bleed from the jack.  Attempt to relieve pressure slowly, so that
enough data can be collected to defined an unload curve.
8. Once the test is complete, remove and store all devices.
B.4 Statnamic Load Test and Calibration Testing
1. Prior to setup, estimate the maximum desired load to obtain during the test.  Using
the fuel-force curves and the operator graphs, determine the most appropriate test
configuration.
2. If necessary to change mass configurations, follow the steps below.  If the mass
configuration is sufficient for the test, proceed to step 16.
3. Using a lifting system, remove the masses from the catch frame (Figure B-4).
4. Remove both shock absorbers from the slide carriages.  To do this, remove the
upper cotter pin and washer, then pull the top of the shock absorber off of the
mounting stud (Figure B-5).  Before removing the top of the second shock, place
one hand under the slide carriage.  Pull the upper cotter pin and remove the
washer of the remaining shock absorber.  Pull the top of the shock away from the
masses and off of the mounting stud.  The carriage should slide down and off of
the carriage rails.  Perform the same operation to the other side.
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5. Unbolt the carriage rails from the top mass, but only loosen the bottom four bolts
of each rail (Figure B-6).
6. Rest the mass stack on the ground or some other supporting device, taking care 
not to allow debris to enter the cylinder.
7. Unscrew the muffler lid then attach a chain to the opposing pick eyes of the top
mass.  Lift the mass off of the stack and place aside (Figure B-7).
8. Attach a chain to the pick eyes of the lowest mass to be removed.  The entire mass
stack can be lifted with any two opposing pick eyes, so the strength of each pick
should not be an issue.  If the alignment dowels of the masses bind, drive a wedge
between the masses to separate.
9. Remove the desired amount of masses and place in a safe location.
10. If masses are to be added instead of removed, pick the desired amount of
additional mass and lower onto the mass stack.
11. With the top mass suspended, bolt the carriage rails onto the to mass and tighten
the bottom four bolts of each side (Figure B-8).
12. Screw the muffler lid back onto the top of the silencer and pick the mass stack.
13. Attach the carriage slides in reverse order than how they were removed (Figure B-
9).
14. Lock the teeth in the down position by pulling the locking chains of each tooth
and placing the locking wire through the chain.
15. Lift the mass stack, align, and lower through the catching frame.
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16. Place a long board (2" x 4") on top of the mass stack and use to lift the catching
frame.
17. Remove four bolts from the top flange of the Frustum (each bolt removed must be
90 degrees apart).
18. Align the remaining bolt heads with the larger holes in the base of the catch frame
and lower the statnamic device on top of the Frustum.  Bolt the frame down using
the four longer Frustum bolts (Figure B-10).
19. Lower the mass stack and remove the board from the top of the mass stack.
20. Place the load cell on top of the shaft and wire to the data acquisition device.
21. Load the piston with 0.50 g of rifle powder then the desired amount of fuel pellets
(Figure B-11 and B-12).  Screw the desired vent pin to the vent lid, then screw the
vent lid to the top of the piston.
22. Attach the glow plug wire to the glow plug situated in the bottom of the piston. 
Grease the vent pin and the top inch of the piston sides to ease the insertion of the
piston into the cylinder  (Figure B-13).
23. Tilt and tap the piston such that the rifle powder within is compacted against the
glow plug (Figure B-14).
24. Place the piston inside of the cylinder and lower the mass stack  (Figure B-15). 
Ensure that the glow plug is pointed in a safe direction.  After the stack is
lowered, release the catch teeth and move the overhead lift out of the way.
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25. Attach the accelerometer wire to the accelerometer and the data acquisition
device.
26. Perform any necessary operations for the data acquisition portion of the test.
27. When ready to perform the test, check to make sure that the area is clear and
bystanders are alarmed.  Attach the glow plug wire to a DC power supply to
commence ignition.
28. Repeat the process outlined above when performing calibration tests, but
disregard step 17 and 18.  Instead of mounting the catch frame to the top of the
Frustum, lower and bolt it to the rigid concrete base.
29. Since no foundation displacements are to be monitored in the calibration test,
disregard step 25.  The only required transducer is the load cell.
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Figure B-2 Placing load cell and jack (left) and LVDT’s (right).
Figure B-1  Taking bolts out of Frustum (left) and placing static frame (right).
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Figure B-3  Performing the static test.
Figure B-4  Removing the mass stack.
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Figure B-5  Removing the shocks (left) and the slide carriages (right).
Figure B-6  Unbolting the carriage rails.
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Figure B-8  Attaching the top mass.
Figure B-7  Remove the top mass (left) and the desired mass stack (right).
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Figure B-9  Re-attaching the carriage slides (left) and locking the teeth back (right).
Figure B-10  Bolting the catch frame to the
Frustum.
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Figure B-12  Placing the rifle powder (left) and the statnamic fuel (right) into the
piston.
Figure B-11  Weighing out the required rifle powder
(0.5 g).
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Figure B-14  Tap the piston on side to
pack rifle powder.
Figure B-13  Grease the vent pin and
the piston.
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Figure B-15  Seat the piston and lower the
masses.
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Figure C-1  Statnamic Mini Tester.
Appendix C: Statnamic Mini Tester Drawings
